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Energijska in eksergijska analiza sotočnih in protitočnih prenosnikov toplote z uporabo merilnih podatkov

Energy and exergy analysis of a parallel and counter-flow heat exchangers using measured data

Antun Galović¹ - Marija Živić² - Ahmet Can³
(¹University of Zagreb, Croatia; ²J.J. Strossmayer University of Osijek, Croatia; ³Trakya University, Turkey)

Prispevek podaja energijsko in eksergijsko analizo sotočnih in protitočnih ločilnih prenosnikov toplote z uporabo merilnih podatkov. Sestavili smo merilno progo, na kateri smo merili vstopne in izstopne temperature in masni tok vode. Za določitev brezrazsežnega razmerja izgubljene eksergije in prenesenega toplotnega toka v odvisnosti od brezrazsežnih parametrov prenosnika toplote: razmerja absolutnih temperatur na vstopu $\pi_r$, razmerja toplotnih moči $\pi_3$, in števila enot prenosnika toplote $\pi_2$, smo razvili analitični model. Za vse primere smo izračunali tudi učinkovitost prenosa toplote. Rezultate smo prikazali v ustreznih brezrazsežnih diagramih.
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This paper presents an energy and exergy analysis of a parallel and counter-flow recuperative heat exchangers using experimental data. An experimental rig was constructed to measure the inlet and outlet temperatures and the mass flow rates of streams. The analytical model was developed to obtain a non-dimensional relationship between the destroyed exergy and exchanged heat-flow rate as a function of the non-dimensional parameters of a heat exchanger: the ratio of inlet absolute temperatures, $\pi_r$, the ratio of the heat-capacity rates, $\pi_3$, and the number of heat-transfer units, $\pi_2$. The effectiveness of the heat exchange is also calculated for each case. The results are shown in appropriate non-dimensional diagrams.
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0 INTRODUCTION

Energy-exergy analyses of heat exchangers have been the subject of much research over the past few decades, [1] to [7]. These analyses are based on the first and the second laws of thermodynamics. From such analyses the parameters for the improved operation of a heat exchanger can be obtained.

The destroyed exergy or the lost available work of a heat exchanger is due to two factors: the transfer of heat across the stream-to-stream temperature difference and the frictional pressure drop that accompanies the circulation of fluid through the apparatus. Taking into account these two parameters it is possible to optimize a heat exchanger on an entropy-generation minimization or on a minimum destruction of exergy ([8] and [9]). In this work the exergy destruction due to the pressure drop is neglected, because from experimental data it was clear that the pressure drop was very small.

1 DESCRIPTION OF THE MEASURING RIG

Figure 1. shows the experimental setup of the heat exchanger.

The studied heat exchanger was “double pipe” type with only one passage of every stream. The streams were a hot-water stream (as the stronger stream) and a cold-water stream (as the weaker one). The mass flow rate of the weaker stream was kept constant and equal to 0.002 kg/s. The values of the mass flow rate of the stronger stream were 0.004, 0.006, 0.008 or 0.01 kg/s. As can be seen from Figure...
In each of four cases (for the each value of the mass flow rate), the inlet temperature of the stronger stream was kept constant and the inlet temperature of the weaker stream was varied four times. From the obtained four sets of the measured data, for each of the four cases, both for a parallel and a counter-flow heat exchanger, two non dimensional parameters ($\pi_1$ and $\pi_2$) were calculated. The parameters are presented in the appropriate diagrams, as shown in Figures 2 and 3.

The total heat exchanger area was 0.08 m$^2$.

For each point the exchanged-heat flow rate and the exergy destruction (entropy generation) are calculated by using the equations of the following mathematical model.
2 MATHEMATICAL MODEL

The exchanged-heat flow rate between two streams can be calculated using the following equation ([10] and [11]):

\[ \dot{Q} = C_1 \left( \theta'_1 - \theta'_2 \right) = C_1 \left( \theta_1 - \theta_2 \right) \]  

(1).

The heat exchanger effectiveness \( \varepsilon \) is usually defined as:

\[ \varepsilon = \pi_1 = \frac{\theta'_1 - \theta'_2}{\theta_1 - \theta_2} = \frac{\dot{Q}}{\dot{Q}_{\max}} \]  

(2).

The exchanged-heat flow rate \( \dot{Q} \) can be rewritten as:

\[ \dot{Q} = \varepsilon \dot{Q}_{\max} = \varepsilon C_1 \left( \theta'_1 - \theta'_2 \right) \]  

(3).

Since the pressure drop of the two streams is neglected, the entropy generation can be calculated from the following equation [11]:

\[ \dot{S}_{\text{gen}} = C_1 \ln \left( \frac{T_1}{T_i} \right) + C_2 \ln \left( \frac{T_2}{T_i} \right) \]  

(4).

Using Equations (1) and (2), it is easy to transform Equation (4) into the form:

\[ \dot{S}_{\text{gen}} = C_1 \ln \left( 1 - e \left( 1 - \pi_1 \right) \right) + C_2 \ln \left( 1 + \pi_1 e \left( \frac{T_1}{T_2} - 1 \right) \right) \]  

(5).

If the following terms for two non-dimensional parameters

\[ \pi_1 = \frac{T_2}{T_i}; \quad \pi_3 = \frac{C_1}{C_2} \]  

are introduced into Equation (5), the equation for the entropy generation assumes the following form:

\[ \dot{S}_{\text{gen}} = C_1 \ln \left( 1 - e \left( 1 - \pi_1 \right) \right) + C_2 \ln \left( 1 + \pi_1 e \left( \frac{T_1}{T_2} - 1 \right) \right) \]  

(7).

After multiplying the above equation by the environmental temperature, \( T_0' \), the equation for the irreversibility or the exergy destruction is obtained as:

\[ l = E_{\text{irr}} = T_0' \dot{S}_{\text{gen}} = T_0' \left( C_1 \ln \left( 1 - e \left( 1 - \pi_1 \right) \right) + C_2 \ln \left( 1 + \pi_1 e \left( \frac{T_1}{T_2} - 1 \right) \right) \right) \]  

(8).

The above equation can be written in a non-dimensional form. For that purpose, it will be divided by the product of the heat capacity rate of the weaker stream, \( C_1 \), and the environmental temperature, \( T_0' \), as follows:

\[ i_i = \frac{i}{T_0'C_1} = \ln \left( 1 - e \left( 1 - \pi_1 \right) \right) + \frac{1}{\pi_3} \ln \left( 1 + \pi_1 e \left( \frac{T_1}{T_2} - 1 \right) \right) \]  

(9).

Because the scope of this work is to show the ratio of the irreversibility and the exchanged-heat flow rate, it is useful to write Equation (1) in a non-dimensional form, dividing it by the product \( C_1T_1' \):

\[ \frac{\dot{Q}}{C_1T_1'} = \varepsilon \left( 1 - \pi_1 \right) \]  

(10).

Finally, Equation (9) is divided by Equation (10), and a relevant ratio is obtained:

\[ \frac{i_i}{q_i} = \frac{\ln \left( 1 - e \left( 1 - \pi_1 \right) \right) + \frac{1}{\pi_3} \ln \left( 1 + \pi_1 e \left( \frac{T_1}{T_2} - 1 \right) \right)}{\varepsilon \left( 1 - \pi_1 \right)} \]  

(11).

For a parallel heat exchanger the effectiveness \( \varepsilon \) is obtained using the following formula [10]:

\[ \varepsilon = \frac{1 - e^{\left( 1 - \pi_1 \right) \pi_2}}{1 + \pi_1} \]  

(12).

and for a counter-heat-transfer heat exchanger \( \varepsilon \) is estimated as [10]:

\[ \varepsilon = \frac{1 - e^{\left( 1 - \pi_1 \right) \pi_2}}{1 - \pi_1 e^{\left( 1 - \pi_1 \right) \pi_2}} \]  

(13).

where:

\[ \pi_2 = \frac{kA}{C_1} \]  

(14).

As can be seen, this ratio is a function of the non-dimensional parameters \( \pi_1 \) and \( \varepsilon = \pi_2 \), which represent the operation points of the heat exchanger and which are obtained by the energy analysis of heat exchangers. The additional parameters for irreversibility or exergy destruction are the input temperature ratio, \( \pi_1 \), and the ambient temperature, \( T_0' \).

3 CALCULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The diagrams in Figures 4 and 5 present the values of \( i_i \) and \( i_i/q_i \) for a parallel-heat-flow heat exchanger, and the diagrams in Figures 6 and 7 for a counter-flow heat exchanger. These values are calculated using Equations (9) to (11) and Equations (12) and (13) for the parallel and the counter heat exchanger, respectively. The black points in the diagrams represent the values of the operating points, which are presented in Figures 2 and 3.
Fig. 4. The non-dimensional irreversibility $i_1$ and the effectiveness $\varepsilon$ as a function of $\pi_2$ and the parametric curves $\pi_j$ for a) $\pi_j=0.50$, b) $\pi_j=0.33$, c) $\pi_j=0.25$ and d) $\pi_j=0.20$ for a parallel flow heat exchanger.

Fig. 5. Relative non-dimensional irreversibility $i_1/q_1$ as a function of $\pi_2$ and the parametric curves $\pi_j$ for a) $\pi_j=0.50$, b) $\pi_j=0.33$, c) $\pi_j=0.25$ and d) $\pi_j=0.20$ for a parallel-heat-flow heat exchanger.
Fig. 6. Non-dimensional irreversibility $i_1$ and effectiveness $\varepsilon$ as a function of $\pi_2$ and the parametric curves $\pi_T$ for a) $\pi_3=0.50$, b) $\pi_3=0.33$, c) $\pi_3=0.25$, d) $\pi_3=0.20$ for a counter-flow heat exchanger

Fig. 7. Relative non-dimensional irreversibility $i_1/q_1$ as a function of $\pi_2$ and the parametric curves $\pi_T$ for a) $\pi_3=0.50$, b) $\pi_3=0.33$, c) $\pi_3=0.25$, d) $\pi_3=0.20$ for a counter-flow heat exchanger
The above diagrams clearly show the relationship between the dimensionless values of $i_1$ and the dimensionless parameters $\pi_2$, $\pi_3$ and $\pi_T$. For each diagram it is possible to directly read the values of $i_1$ and $e$ for every case. It is obvious that the given values of $\pi_2$ and $\pi_3$ do not have a significant influence on $i_1$, but they have an influence on $e$. The $\pi_T$ ratio has the greatest influence on $i_1$, but it has no influence on $e$. This can be quantitatively seen from Figures 4a and 4d, where the values $\pi_3 = 0.5$ and 0.2 and parametric values $\pi_T = 1.11; 1.14$ and 1.17 have the same value of $\pi_2 = 0.76$ and 1.09 respectively. For $\pi_2 = 0.5$, all operation points have the same value of $e$, i.e., $e = 0.455$, with the exergy destruction increasing from 0.0028 to 0.0078. On the other hand, for $\pi_2 = 0.2$ and the same parametric values of $\pi_T$ and $\pi_3$ of 1.09, the value of $e$ is equal to 0.61. The associated exergy destructions are 0.0040, 0.0067 and 0.0076 respectively.

It is obvious that parallel- and counter-heat-flow heat exchangers have very small values of the ratio $i_1$ and $i_1/q_1$ for the measured operation points. It is not possible to make a comparison with respect to exergy destruction and heat-transfer effectiveness of the researched cases, because they did not have the same non-dimensional $\pi_2$ variables.

4 CONCLUSION

The presented analytical relationship between the dimensionless exergy destruction and the heat-transfer effectiveness of a heat exchanger seems to be rather convenient, because it relates the dimensionless parameters ($\pi_2$, $\pi_3$ and $\pi_T$ as additional parameter) relevant to the operation of a heat exchanger and the exergy destruction of a parallel and a counter-flow heat exchanger. It is possible to include the values of the measured operation points into the presented mathematical model and simultaneously calculate the heat-transfer effectiveness and the exergy destruction of the considered heat exchangers. It can be concluded that the exergy destruction for each case of both investigated heat exchangers is small. The main reason for such a conclusion is the fact that the operation values of $\pi_T$ close to 1.

Furthermore, by introducing additional exergy destruction due to the pressure drop in the model, it is possible to develop an analytical model for the minimization of heat exchangers’ exergy destruction.

5 NOMENCLATURE

$A_0$ overall heat-transfer area, m²
$C$ heat-capacity rate of the stream, W/K
$E_{x}$ exergy, W
$I$ exergy destruction, W
$i_1$ non-dimensional exergy destruction
$k$ overall heat-transfer coefficient, W/(m²K)
$Q$ heat-transfer rate, W
$q_1$ non-dimensional heat-flow rate
$S$ entropy generation rate, W/K
$T$ thermodynamic (absolute) temperature, K
$T_0$ ambient temperature, K

Greek Letters
$
\vartheta$ Celsius temperature, °C
$\pi_T$ ratio of inlet absolute temperatures, K
$\pi_2$ number of heat-transfer units
$\pi_3$ ratio of heat-capacity rates

Subscripts
1 weaker stream
destr destruction
gen generated

Superscripts
‘ inlet
“ outlet
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Numerical Approach to Hidden Defects in Thermal Non-Destructive Testing

Srećko Švaić - Ivanka Boras - Mladen Andrassy
(University of Zagreb, Croatia)

The application of infrared (IR) thermography for detecting defects under the surface as well as for the estimation of the corrosion intensity seems to have good prospects as a non-destructive testing method. Besides the limitations which are the result of the IR camera itself and the thermal properties of the material detected, IR thermography produces acceptable results when combined with an appropriate numerical method. A numerical simulation of heat transport makes possible a separate analysis of the relevant parameters that characterize heat dissipation in the material, like the intensity and duration of the heat stimulation, the properties of the material and the starting conditions, as well as the time distribution of certain parameters. The comparison of a numerical simulation and thermographic measurements presented in [5] shows a very good agreement of the results. The importance of determining the moment when the contrast reaches its maximum can be clearly seen from the numerical analysis. The analysis also shows that a relative material loss and the diameter of the defect can be estimated with the best accuracy at the moment when the current contrast reaches its maximum.

© 2007 Journal of Mechanical Engineering. All rights reserved.
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defect expressed by the discontinuity of the temperature field at the sample surface depends on the changes of thermodynamic and physical properties of the sample.

With regard to the temperature field, it is necessary to take into account all the additional influences important in forming the object temperature image (anisotropy of the basic sample material, variations in the surface state and the object’s thermal stimulation, noise from measuring equipment, etc.), and to distinguish between a real defect and the artefact.

The paper presents the results of an examination of two models: one with defects underneath its surface made from a different material and the other with corrosion defects. The numerical simulation performed for both models is in fair accordance with measurement results.

1 THE BASICS OF THERMAL NON-DESTRUCTIVE TESTING

Although the beginning of thermal non-destructive testing is attributed to the time when the first IR detectors were discovered in 1914, and almost all TNDT methods used today were developed from the 1960s until the end of the 1970s, these methods did not yield the results expected in comparison with other non-destructive testing (NDT) methods. A major change occurred when a thermodynamic approach to the problem of heat conduction and transfer was introduced into the measurement result analysis. Basically, the method may be reduced to a number of steps: thermal stimulation of the object, surface temperature recording (temperature response), data processing and decision making.

The choice of the object thermal stimulation depends on the type of control to be performed (final testing, corrosion detection, improvement of visibility of impurities in the basic material, etc.). Rapid heating or cooling of the sample leads to the sudden appearance of hot or cold areas at the sample surface, and a high sensitivity of measurement may be achieved. Heating or cooling may be applied to the front or the rear side of the sample, depending on the purpose of the procedure. The front or the rear sample side refers to the surface to be inspected.

Nowadays TNDT methods are divided into two basic groups: methods for preventive maintenance and methods developed for special needs of defect detection in the material [1].

The choice of a TNDT method depends on the type of defect expected underneath the material surface, the object accessibility from both sides and geometrical characteristics of the sample.

The basic defect types in the object are as follows: surface or inside cracks, impurities in the material, surface roughness, variations of the coating thickness, poor clinging of the coating, surface delaminates and corrosion. The thermal properties of a solid may be regarded as functions of spatial coordinates \( \lambda(x,y,z) \) and \( a = a(x,y,z) \). Every interruption or steep change of these functions represents a potential defect (impurity) in the basic material. The analysis of the functions \( \lambda(x,y,z) \) and \( a = a(x,y,z) \) represents the material analysis of the sample.

The problems TNDT deals with include temperature functions depending on numerous parameters, such as spatial coordinates, time, dimensions of the sample and its thermal properties, defect dimensions and thermal properties, and heat-exchange parameters. All these parameters have to be taken into account when evaluating measurement results and defining the defect parameters, e.g., position, shape, dimensions and thermal properties.

The basic parameter in TNDT analysis is a quantity defined as the contrast. There are several definitions of contrast [1]:

a) Temperature contrast, defined as the difference of the temperatures of spots at the object representing a sound material and a material with impurities:

\[
\Delta T(t) = T_{ad}(x,y,t) - T_{d}(x,y,t)
\]  (1).

b) Instantaneous (current) contrast, defined as the ratio of the temperature contrast and the sound material temperature:

\[
C_I = \frac{T_{ad}(x,y,t) - T_d(x,y,t)}{T_{ad}(x,y,t)} = 1 - \frac{T_d(x,y,t)}{T_{ad}(x,y,t)}
\]  (2).

c) Normalized contrast defined as a difference of ratios:

\[
C_n = \frac{T_f(x,y,t)}{T_d(x,y,t)} - \frac{T_{ad}(x,y,t)}{T_{ad}(x,y,t)}
\]  (3),

where the quantities in the denominators represent the peak temperatures at the chosen object surface spots with and without defects.

The selection of the contrast calculation mode during the analysis of the results also brings
along possible dependences of the chosen contrast type on the process parameters, the heat flux density in the first place, sample heating time, uniformity of the thermal stimulation, as well as the uniformity of the optical properties of the object surface, the distance between the spots of the object surface, the temperatures that are taken for the contrast calculation and other parameters.

In order to achieve a simpler result analysis and to enable a comparison with other investigations, one should apply the contrast types that are less dependent on the process parameters and more dependent on the state of the material underneath the object surface as more appropriate.

2 NUMERICAL METHODS IN THERMAL NON-DESTRUCTIVE TESTING

A numerical simulation of heat transport through an object with defects makes it possible to evaluate the behaviour of various types of defects (position, geometry, defect material properties) with different initial and boundary conditions, without the noise that is normally present in experiments. A comparison of the results of the numerical analysis performed using the control volume method with the measurement results confirms the reliability of the numerical procedure.

The procedure of the numerical analysis of heat transport starts with the three-dimensional non-steady heat-transport equation in rectangular coordinates:

\[ \rho \, c \, \frac{\partial T}{\partial t} = \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \left( \lambda \frac{\partial T}{\partial x} \right) + \frac{\partial}{\partial y} \left( \lambda \frac{\partial T}{\partial y} \right) + \frac{\partial}{\partial z} \left( \lambda \frac{\partial T}{\partial z} \right) + \phi, \]

where: \( \rho \) – density, kg/m\(^3\)  
\( c \) – specific heat capacity, J/(kgK)  
\( \lambda \) – thermal conductivity, W/(mK)  
\( \vartheta \) – temperature, °C  
\( x, y, z \) – spatial coordinates, m  
\( \phi \) – heat source or sink, W/m\(^3\)  

Equation (5) is obtained by implicitly discretizing equation (4) [2]:

\[ a_x \frac{\partial^2 T}{\partial x^2} + a_y \frac{\partial^2 T}{\partial y^2} + a_z \frac{\partial^2 T}{\partial z^2} + \frac{\partial \vartheta}{\partial t} + a_f \vartheta + b = 0, \]  

with coefficients:

\[ a_x = \lambda_x \Delta y \Delta z \left( \frac{\partial \vartheta}{\partial x} \right)_x, \quad a_y = \lambda_y \Delta x \Delta z \left( \frac{\partial \vartheta}{\partial y} \right)_y, \quad a_z = \lambda_z \Delta x \Delta y \left( \frac{\partial \vartheta}{\partial z} \right)_z, \]

\[ b = \phi + a_f \vartheta + a_w \vartheta_x + a_y \vartheta_y + a_z \vartheta_z + b, \]

\[ a_f = \frac{\partial \vartheta}{\partial t}, \quad a_w = \frac{\partial \vartheta}{\partial \vartheta_x}, \quad a_y = \frac{\partial \vartheta}{\partial \vartheta_y}, \quad a_z = \frac{\partial \vartheta}{\partial \vartheta_z}. \]

For each control volume the associated set of algebraic equations is to be solved. Boundary conditions are defined for all body surfaces according to the conditions in the experimental part.

3 DESCRIPTIONS OF MODELS AND MEASUREMENT PROCEDURE

Investigations were carried out for two models: the first one simulated the existence of air in the steel plate and the second defects due to corrosion.

\[ y = 0, \quad y = h, \quad \text{adiabatic boundary condition} \]
\[ x = 0, \quad x = b, \quad \text{adiabatic boundary condition} \]
\[ z = 0, \quad \text{thermal simulation of the object in a defined time interval, free convection and heat radiation after heating} \]
\[ z = \delta, \quad \text{free convection and heat radiation, ambient temperature } \vartheta_0, \quad \text{temperature of the object in ambient } \vartheta_0. \]
3.1 Model #1

Figure 2 represents the model geometry. The model consists of two 146 × 155 mm steel plates. In the base plate, which is 19 mm thick, cylindrical recesses 18 mm in diameter are milled, representing defects at various depths from the inspected surface. The 5 mm thick cover plate is tightly screwed to the base plate. The height of the cylinders milled into the base plate is in the range from 14 mm to 18 mm, so their distance from the inspection surface is between 5 mm and 1 mm [3].

The properties of the used steel are as follows: thermal conductivity $\lambda = 35$ W/(mK), thermal diffusivity $a = 9.96 \times 10^{-6}$ m$^2$/s. The model is mounted into a wooden frame that is filled with thermal insulation, so that at the lateral sides of the model an adiabatic boundary condition may be assumed. The thermal simulation of the model is performed using a 500 W spotlight. The heat radiation of the spotlight is directed through an aluminium sheet channel to the cover plate surface, and the temperature distribution is recorded on the opposite side of the model. For the numerical simulation a uniform thermal stimulation of the object is assumed. The temperature distribution at the object surface was measured using the IR AGA 680 STANDARD camera.

3.2 Model #2

The model for the simulation of the corrosion defects was a steel plate with dimensions 120 x 80 x 3 mm, as shown in Figure 3. The corroded areas are represented by six cylindrical recesses of 10 mm in diameter. The depth of each defect represents a particular loss of material caused by corrosion. For the numerical part of the investigation, corrosion is defined as a reduction of the material thickness, neglecting any changes in thermal properties of the material that may occur due to chemical reactions involved in the corrosion process.

The smooth front surface of the model was stimulated at the beginning of the simulation with a heat flux having a total energy of 78 J in a 5 ms time interval. The model was made of steel with known thermal properties, i.e., thermal conductivity $\lambda = 32$ W/(mK), thermal diffusivity $a = 1.65 \times 10^{-5}$ m$^2$/s. It is assumed that the thermal stimulation is uniform along the sample surface.

4 RESULTS OF THE NUMERICAL SIMULATION AND COMPARISON MEASUREMENTS

The problem was solved numerically by using the control-volume method. For solving the system of algebraic equations, the Gauss-Seidel procedure was used. The total number of control volumes was 15 960 for model #1, and 29 120 for model #2. The control-volume mesh was adapted to the observed problem. The mesh was condensed in the areas where steeper temperature gradients were expected.

The time step was also adapted to the stability and accuracy requirements of the discretized equation, so $\Delta t = 0.04$ s was adopted for model #1 and $\Delta t = 0.001$ s for model #2. The initial condition of the simulation assumed a model of uniform temperature.

4.1 Comparison of results

Model #1

The investigations carried out on model #1 were aimed to show the ability of the thermographic method to be used in the detection of defects under the surface in objects made of materials with a good
thermal conductivity, and to show the possibility of detecting the defect geometry, i.e., its dimensions and position (depth) in the object. It was shown that the detection of defect shape was better in short observation times, more shallow defects are easier to recognize, the maximum instantaneous contrast is directly connected with the distance of the defect from the observed surface, regardless of its dimensions.

Figure 4 shows a comparison of the experimental results and the numerical simulation. A relatively fair agreement between the results can be seen. In the thermogram on the left, in the upper right-hand corner there is an area of higher temperature, which can be explained by experimental noise rather than a measurement error. The contrast values are rather small, so in the recorded thermogram the deeper defects are barely noticeable.

Figure 5. Numerically obtained temperature distributions on the front plate surface at 280 ms, 400 ms, 600 ms and 1000 ms time increments
Model #2

The investigations carried out on model #2 were aimed to show the possibility of corrosion detection with thin metal plates. This paper presents the results of the numerical simulation carried out by the authors, and their comparison with the data obtained experimentally by Marinetti, Bison and Grinzato [4].

Temperature distributions at the plate surface for different time increments are shown in Figure 5.

A comparison of numerical and experimental results, as described in the literature [4], using the temperature distribution along the white dotted line in the thermogram for the time increment 280 ms in Figure 5, displays a very good agreement.

The corrosion degree estimation can be performed by using one of the inverse methods. The simplest algorithm relates the relative material loss and the instantaneous contrast in the following equation:

\[ \frac{\Delta L}{L} = C(x, y, \tau_2) - \frac{C(x, y, \tau_1)}{1 + C(x, y, \tau_1)} \]  \hspace{1cm} (10).

The time interval during which the temperature response at the material surface is observed is most frequently expressed non-dimensionally, i.e., using the Fourier number:

\[ Fo = \frac{a \cdot \tau}{L^2} \]  \hspace{1cm} (11),

where \( a \) is the thermal diffusivity of the material, \( m^2/s \), \( \tau \) is the time interval, \( s \), and \( L \) is the thickness of the plate, \( m \).

For large defects the heat transport can be reduced to a one-dimensional problem. The optimal inspection time is in the range \( Fo \approx 0.6 \) to 2.0, and Equation (10) is recommended. The characterization of smaller defects of complex shape is recommended in the interval \( Fo \approx 0.3 \) to 0.6 [5].

Due to the three-dimensional heat diffusion the defect detection is more difficult, so it is recommended to use the temperature derivative by time according to the following equation:

\[ M(x, y) = \frac{T(x, y, \tau_2) - T(x, y, \tau_1)}{\tau_1 - \tau_2} \]  \hspace{1cm} (12).

In every case the shape of the corroded area is more precisely indicated in a shorter inspection time interval, but with a somewhat lower amplitude [5].

Figure 7 displays the temporal distribution of values according to Equation (10). In contrast to the data from [4], where the analysis was done for \( Fo = 0.68 \), the numerical simulation shows that the best results are obtained by inspection during the time of peak temperature contrast [3]. For all defects this was in the range \( Fo \approx 0.21 \) to 0.32.

It is also important to select a reference point \( T_{ref} \) sufficiently far from the defect itself [6].

Table 1

| Effective  | Estimation | Estimation | Error |
| corrodion | time | time | of corrosion | % |
| \( \Delta L/L \) | Fo | \( \Delta L/L \) | Error |
| 0.02 | 0.21 | 0.0199 | -0.5 |
| 0.05 | 0.242 | 0.0466 | -6.8 |
| 0.1 | 0.264 | 0.0902 | -9.8 |
| 0.2 | 0.292 | 0.175 | -12.5 |
| 0.3 | 0.31 | 0.264 | -12.0 |
| 0.5 | 0.32 | 0.455 | -9.0 |

The estimation of corrosion for particular defects is shown in Table 1.

The optimum time interval to estimate the defect contours (time interval during which the defect contours in the thermogram may be most accurately identified) is also the time interval for achieving the

Fig. 6. Temperature distribution on the dotted white line from Fig. 5 at time increment 0.28 s - numerical result
Numerical approach to hidden defects

According to the literature data, material loss defects above some 20% may be detected by thermography. The temperature time derivative according to equation (11) increases partially the defect visibility. In Figure 9, where the three-dimensional surface temperature distribution in the time instant

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Effective corrosion ΔL/L</th>
<th>0.02</th>
<th>0.05</th>
<th>0.1</th>
<th>0.2</th>
<th>0.3</th>
<th>0.5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Measured defect diameter mm</td>
<td>10.16</td>
<td>10.16</td>
<td>9.83</td>
<td>9.83</td>
<td>9.83</td>
<td>9.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 7. Time dependent distributions according to Equation (10)

peak ΔT, where the reading of the diameter of each particular defect is done at half of the amplitude. Figure 8 displays the line temperature distributions along the defects in the time instant Fo = 0.28 (τ = 0.15 s).

The effective diameter of all the defects was 10 mm. The measured defect diameters are given in Table 2.

Fig. 8. a) Line temperature distribution for cross-section a; b) Line temperature distribution for cross-section b
0.1 s is shown, the smallest defect is not visible. On the other hand, the time derivative of temperature for $t_1=0.05$ s and $t_2=0.1$ s in Figure 10 displays all the defects.

5 CONCLUSION

The performed investigation shows that both the thermographic and the numerical methods may be successfully employed in thermal non-destructive testing. The numerical approach enables the simulation of the influence of particular parameters, thus enabling a more universal overview of the influencing values. With the simulation of a process for a model with a defined number and distribution of defects it was established that the mutual influence of defects is very important, which may be directly concluded from the experimental part of the investigation. The numerical simulation also indicates situations when the three-dimensional diffusion cannot be neglected. It was also shown that the selection of an optimum inspection time interval is essential for a high-quality evaluation of the results. It can be concluded that a high-quality approach to thermal non-destructive testing necessarily requires a close link between experimental and numerical analyses in order to detect and determine all the relevant defect parameters.
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Introduction

Reliability is a feature incorporated into a vehicle in the course of the design process, which is realised in the course of production by a high degree of technological discipline, and maintained in the exploitation by continual and stipulated maintenance and orderly usage. In designing reliability, it is necessary to predict or estimate the reliability of each motor-vehicle system element, as far as this is technically possible. The reliability is mainly determined on the basis of the ability of the given part or assembly or system to withstand the unforeseen overloading without catastrophic failure. The reliability of the vehicle elements (system, sub-system, assemblies, sub-assemblies, parts), especially of those critical in terms of reliability, is increasingly becoming the subject of special attention by vehicle designers and the automotive industry in general.

The activities within the design process for motor vehicles and their components are often the result of quite opposing requirements, for example, low vehicle mass combined with high payload, high reliability and safety combined with maximum material savings, and small outline combined with maximum passenger comfort. It is the vehicle designer who has the special responsibility to assess the effect of the technology he or she is converting, by way of his or her efforts and knowledge, into a complex product in accordance with numerous legal regulations. Covering the reliability requirements is inevitable, particularly when designing the motor vehicle’s critical parts and assemblies. Providing the

0 INTRODUCTION

With world-wide competition so strong it is essential that motor vehicles have good reliability. One of the ways to reach this goal is the methodology for the design of reliable motor vehicles. The design stage is the most important in the life cycle of the motor vehicle. Reliability design, within the design stage, directly correlates with the reliability of the motor vehicle. The problem of the practical methodology for the reliability design of a motor vehicle was solved by developing a methodology for this purpose. The developed methodology represents a modern approach to design that comprises the phases of conceptual, preliminary and main design with the application of the method for reliability design within these phases. Due to the available space, this paper pays attention to the phase of the conceptual design of the vehicle’s reliability.
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designed life with the requested reliability and safety, taking into consideration the appropriate legal regulations, is one of the requirements that have to be fulfilled with modern motor vehicles. Since reliability and long life are the primary goals in motor vehicles design, this means that developing and applying reliability design methods and techniques represents a significant activity in the vehicle-design process ([2], [3], [8], [9], [14], [15], [17] and [18]).

In the field of reliability, reliability-design methods and techniques have been developed to be applied in the phase of system design. However, these methods have been developed on different bases, so it is now difficult to determine which one is the most suitable for application in motor-vehicle design. Perceiving this problem, as well as the problem of comprehensive vehicle design, it has been concluded that it is possible to bind these methods into a single whole, with certain improvements, within the methodology of vehicle-reliability design. In this respect, vehicle-reliability design methodology has been developed ([20] and [21]), and the basis of the modern approach to technical system design, with its phases of concept, preliminary and detail design, are presented in Figure 1. Due to the available space, this paper pays attention to the phase of conceptual design of the vehicle’s reliability.

1 RELIABILITY DESIGN

Incorporating reliability requirements and building them into the structure, by applying reliability-design methods and techniques, defines the vehicle’s behaviour in terms of failure, and that is the vehicle designer’s obligation and responsibility. The basic aim of vehicle-reliability design, i.e., of its elements, is reflected in decreasing the failure-event probability and possible human and material losses. Reliability design has a key role in motor-vehicle development, since reliability analyses and parameters are the entry data for analysing and realising the other design tasks, for the purpose of providing high vehicle effectiveness and efficiency. Maintaining the competing ability implies resolving numerous problems and issues of vehicle reliability and safety for the producer.

The aims of motor-vehicle design are often opposed to the specific dependability requirements, i.e., to the requirements related to reliability, availability and maintainability. This is the reason for investing great efforts and considerable means to meet these requirements. Integrating the overall design goals with the reliability requirements is conducted and mainly executed in the beginning of the initial design phases by establishing an appropriate reliability programme. The framework of the motor-vehicle reliability programme should be closely related to applying and mastering new technologies, as well as to possible difficulties in the design process. In other words, it ought to ensure the data and procedures for solving of these difficulties. In order to have an effective programme for providing vehicle reliability, it has to be planned and process-determined, i.e., with determined assignments, activities for completing them, and methods and techniques for the efficient execution of the activities. The basic tasks of a motor-vehicle reliability-enabling programme are as follows:

- determining the reliability requirements,
- realisation of the reliability-design process,
- supervision and control of the required reliability.

Vehicle users’ sensitivity to failures is increasing. It is very often of decisive importance when deciding to purchase a particular vehicle. From the motor-vehicle user’s point of view, the most important issue is the one related to the vehicle functioning without failure, i.e., it is related to the length of operating time, during which planned and indicated maintenance is provided. Failure data are the starting point for the quantitative analyses of the reliability, maintenance and safety of the vehicle elements. Bearing in mind the fact that the failure of a vehicle part or assembly is the basic concept for any reliability analysis, vehicle designers have to pay attention to the following:

**Fig. 1.**
- decreasing and minimising the number of failures during operation,
- providing necessary and sufficient warning before a failure occurs,
- enabling the vehicle to continue operation at a lower level in the event of a failure,
- decreasing the costs and shortening the time required for the repair or replacement of the failed part.

The approach to motor-vehicle design that poses such and similar questions and finds the balance in a systematic manner between all the design requirements (functionality, reliability, maintenance, and logistic support) is the design approach and philosophy that ought to be accepted and applied, since it contributes to meeting the users’ requirements, legal regulations and to raising the quality of vehicle usage, i.e., attaining market competitiveness. The basis of vehicle-reliability design are the methods of reliability design and the experimental databases ([1] to [3], [13] to [16] and [20] to [22]). Reliability design of vehicles and their elements ought to cover the following:

- the selection of parts and materials that have been standardised as much as possible;
- review and evaluation of all the parts and materials, prior to adopting the design documents, covering the operating characteristics, operating and critical stresses, manufacturing allowances and other features of the parts, for the determined and required function;
- applying only those constituent parts/assemblies that are capable of meeting the reliability goals, i.e., of meeting the requirements of the specification for reliability design.

The process of systems-reliability design includes a series of proceedings and working methods that in their essence have the character of predicting certain states that should be achieved within the system development. The design methods are developed and perfected with the objective of discovering the critical states stated in the process of system design, i.e., identifying possible errors, omissions and shortcomings. The decisions and selections based on the state analysis and on the results obtained from applied reliability-design methods, to a large extent contribute to a qualitative, efficient and effective achieving of the process of system design. The numerous difficulties in this kind of work and in the application of reliability-design methods, as well as the inevitable costs, can all be significantly decreased by a systematic approach, good planning, organised preparation and computer support. The initial bases and necessary preconditions for a complete inclusion of the reliability analysis and design into the vehicle-design process are the following:

- organised databases on failures, operating and critical loads and logistical parameters of motor vehicles and their elements;
- a systemised number of reliability-design methods supported by computer programmes;
- defined criteria for the selection of an optimum reliability-design method;
- the prior experience and knowledge of designers and the technological ability of motor-vehicle producers.

In accordance with the above, a reliability-design methodology has been developed covering the phases of conceptual, preliminary and detailed reliability design, so as to enable the designed system to contain certain, previously set reliability indicators. The framework and reliability design approaches are given for each of the phases, containing the sequence of applying the reliability design methods, the reasons and purpose of their application and the manner of evaluating the achieved results. Due to the wide scope of these results, this paper shows the phase of conceptual reliability design, as a portion of the developed vehicle-reliability design methods.

2 THE PHASE OF CONCEPTUAL RELIABILITY DESIGN

Realisation of the process of system reliability design begins with developing a logical model covering all the available levels of the system design. This implies an organised and systematic approach to using design methods and techniques related to reliability, so as to ensure that the system being designed contains certain reliability indicators that have been stipulated in advance. The final reliability-design objective is installing the stipulated reliability into the system structure ([13] to [16], [20] and [21]).

Identifying and defining the essence of the problem and the selection of the most acceptable solution, i.e., determining a set of quantitative and qualitative reliability requirements, represent the basic goals of reliability design within the phase of the conceptual designing. The correct outlining of
the problem, i.e., of the questions, and the timely obtaining of the correct answers at the beginning of the reliability-design process is of special importance for the further realisation and for the success of reliability-design process. Therefore, it is necessary to answer the following questions:
- What is the requested, specified level of reliability?
- Why has that level of reliability been requested and specified?
- How do we realise the reliability requirements and their elements?
- What are the reasons for not being able to attain the requested reliability?
- Is the additional reliability improvement necessary?

Reliability design in the concept-design phase is primarily oriented towards defining the reliability specification and selecting the most acceptable solution from the point of view of a reliability-requirements meeting, which means that the reliability of vehicles and their elements is analysed. The process of vehicle designing is started by translating the users’ requirements and needs into the specification for designing, i.e., into the design assignment within of the creation of the pre-design. The concept-design phase also defines the design goals from the point of view of meeting of the standards and regulations an of acceptable limit values, such as the following: the maximum torque burdening the transmission, the maximum operating speeds in individual transmission degrees (the tow diagram), the maximum speed and acceleration, the transmission ratio in the main transmission, and the maximum allowed level of noise. Determining the reliability requirements for each requested vehicle function was conducted on the basis of the identified stipulated functions and the desired reliability level for the covered mileage ([20] to [22]).

2.1 The Algorithm of the Reliability Design Conceptual Phase

The designing of a motor vehicle is shown in the form of a flow diagram, describing in a graphic manner the activities and sequences of the characteristic activities and of the activities in the realisation of the design processes with feedbacks. The flow diagram, based on the following of the system procedure, which is also an algorithmic one, provides a complete understanding of the reliability design problem, so that no major portion is overlooked or omitted. The structure of the system-reliability design proceeding of the developed methodology, as stated earlier, is based on three basic phases: the concept, the preliminary and the detailed, while Figure 2 shows the conceptual phase. These phases often overlap and are executed alternately, with a returning to previous phases through a feedback mechanism. The mainstay of the developed reliability-design methodology is establishing the starting basis for the reliability design and to improve the designers’ activities, rendering the improved proceedings of operation for a logical process of considering and deciding, using the methods and techniques of reliability design.

The concept reliability design covers the vehicle system level, where by applying the reliability design methods the systems are considered, i.e., options are evaluated and a decision is made regarding
the most suitable solution, according to the established criteria devised on the basis of the vehicle reliability-design specification. In the phase of the vehicle-reliability concept design, the established sequence of applying reliability-design methods is based on their accuracy and complexity. Namely, the reliability methods that are relatively simple are applied first, while the attained results have a lower confidence level, i.e., they are of an orientational character. With the small step forward, a complex method (FMECA), with a higher confidence level, was introduced into the designing process, through which the initial results are corrected in an analytical manner, and substantially more accurate reliability parameters are defined ([11], [16] to [18] and [23]).

In the phase of concept reliability design, a reliability block diagram (RBD) is formed on the basis of knowing the vehicle system structure, the system functioning manner, i.e., the effect of system and subsystem failure on the vehicle’s operation. Considering the structure of the vehicle and its systems, from the point of view of functioning, and that of the requested functions, defining is enabled of the satisfactory and unsatisfactory vehicle/system operations, as well as the manner in which to achieve it. The system, which is divided into functional blocks (systems and subsystems), represents the appropriate connections in the reliability block diagram, which is defined on the basis of the goal function and on the functional block failure. These in turn bring about a vehicle/system failure. RBD represents the basis for defining the vehicle-reliability function. Upon defining the RBD and the reliability function, a further design proceeding is realised in accordance with steps 7 to 15.

2.2 The Method of Quality Function Allocation in the Reliability-Design Process

In accordance with the algorithm, and for the purpose of translating users’ needs and requirements (step 1, Figure 2) into quantitative and qualitative indicators, the method of quality function deployment (QFD) is applied, i.e., the procedure for identifying all the factors affecting the design requirements with the aim of meeting users’ requirements and the necessary methods and responsibilities for their control. Quality function deployment goes beyond the domain of reliability, since among the users’ requirements there are also the users’ wishes, but this is a useful and systematic way of pointing out the necessary activities of designing and control, aimed at enabling reliability. The quality deployment function is applied for the purpose of translating of users’ requirements into product characteristics, and in that way quality deployment is translated into the user-oriented quality function. The final objective is including the user’s “voice” into the process of product development and design, in this case vehicle development and design, regardless of whether it is a brand new or a modified product, with the aim of realising users’ requirements with respect to quality.

2.3 Reliability Specification

The model that takes into account users’ wishes, requests and needs for the purpose of attaining users’ satisfaction, interpreted through the “quality houses”, enables an equilibrium between the operating characteristics of the requested reliability levels and the maintenance needed, i.e., the degree of availability of a freight vehicle. In the course of the reliability-specification forming, compromises are quite possible and exchanges between reliability parameters and maintenance parameters for the purpose of accomplishing the requested availability degree, with minimising of the construction costs.

The reliability specification represents a starting point for reliability analyses and estimations, i.e., for the reliability design, and it is the constituent part of the documents related to the stipulated vehicle characteristics and performances. Defining the reliability specification of the vehicle, i.e., of its systems, is based on:
- the reliability data available from the manufacturer, distributor and user of the vehicle,
- requirements and needs of the user, as the main sources of information,
- many years of following up of the vehicle in operational conditions ([19] to [21]).

The specification (steps 2 & 3, Figure 2) implies defining the reliability level for the designed mileage and estimated number of failures. For instance, it can be adopted that there are no more than 10% of failures at 300,000 km of covered route. That implies that the number of vehicle systems failures will not be greater than 10%. In that respect, the reliability specification of the vehicle, as well as of its elements, where this level of reliability is expected, is as follows:
Fig. 2.
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2.4 Reliability Block Diagram

The reliability block diagram (step 5, Figure 2) was defined on the basis of the functional-technological connection of the vehicle elements and the analysis of element failures’ effect on the vehicle. In other words, the effect of a vehicle system failure upon the vehicle is analysed in the phase of the concept design.

2.5 Reliability Function

On the basis of the defined reliability block diagram and the adopted exponential failure distribution, the reliability function of the vehicle, as well as of its systems, is defined (step 6, Figure 2), as follows:

\[
R_v(t) = f_\lambda \left( R_1(t), R_2(t), ..., R_n(t) \right) = f_\lambda \left[ \sum_{i=1}^{n} e^{-\lambda_i t_i} \right]
\]

\[
R_i(t) = f_\lambda \left( R_1(t), R_2(t), ..., R_n(t) \right) = f_\lambda \left[ \sum_{j=1}^{m} e^{-\lambda_{ij} t_{ij}} \right]
\]

where:
- \( R_v(t) \) is the vehicle reliability,
- \( R_i(t) \), \( \lambda_i \) reliability, i.e., system failure intensity of the vehicle, \( i=1-n \),
- \( R_{ij}(t) \), \( \lambda_{ij} \) reliability, i.e., subsystem failure intensity of the system, \( j=1-m \).

2.6 Predicting Reliability

On the basis of the available literature and reliability research on vehicles in operation, an estimate is performed, i.e., predicting possible values of failure intensity (step 7, Figure 2), i.e., the value is adopted between the following values:

\[
\lambda_{\text{min}}^\ast \leq \lambda_{\text{med}}^\ast \leq \lambda_{\text{max}}^\ast
\]

where:
- \( \lambda_{\text{min}}^\ast \), \( \lambda_{\text{med}}^\ast \), \( \lambda_{\text{max}}^\ast \) are the minimum, the adopted, and the maximum value of failure intensity, respectively.

2.7 Reliability Allocation

In the concept reliability-design phase, the allocation methods are applied (step 8, Fig. 2) of equal distribution \( \lambda_{\text{med}}^\ast \) and \( \lambda_{\text{med}}^\ast \), in the form:

\[
\lambda_{\text{med}}^\ast = \frac{-\ln R_v(t)}{n \cdot t}
\]

\[
\lambda_{\text{med}}^\ast = \frac{n_i [-\ln R_i(t)]}{n \cdot E_i \cdot t_i}
\]

where:
- \( n \), total number of system elements,
- \( t \), the designed time of system operation
- \( n_i \), total number of elements of the i-th subsystem,
- \( E_i \), the subsystem significance degree,
- \( t_i \), time of operation of the i-th subsystem.

The stated failure intensities are applied for determining the \( \lambda_{\text{med}}^\ast \) mean value (step 9, Fig. 2) and \( f_{\lambda_i} \) failure intensity factor (step 10, Fig. 2), in the form:

\[
\lambda_{\text{med}} = \frac{\lambda_{\text{med}}^\ast + \lambda_{\text{med}}^\ast}{3}
\]

\[
f_{\lambda_i} = \frac{\lambda_{\text{med}}}{\sum_{i=1}^{N} \lambda_{\text{med}}}
\]

where:
- \( \lambda_{\text{med}} \), the failure intensity mean value
- \( \lambda_{\text{med}} = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \lambda_{\text{med}} \), the designed vehicle-failure intensity value,
- \( f_{\lambda_i} \), the failure intensity factor.

2.8 Failure Mode, Effects and Criticality Analysis – FMECA

Conducting the analysis of the failure mode, the effects and the criticality (FMECA) makes it possible to identify all the potential and known modes of failure occurrences in the system assemblies/parts, their causes, the evaluation of the consequences and the assessment of the failure criticality. Individual system elements (subsystem, assembly, and part) can have several failure modes, since each stipulated function can have several failure modes. Failure modes are allocated, according to the required function, into three groups: complete function loss, partial function loss and wrong function, and this is important for conducting the FMECA method. For each failure mode, the possible effect is analysed at a higher level, i.e., at the whole system level.
By applying the FMECA method, the assessment of the vehicle elements’ failure criticality is determined, RPN$_i$, (step 11, Fig. 2) in the form:

$$RPN_i = PF_i \cdot FDV_i \cdot PFR_i$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)$$

where:
- $RPN_i$, failure criticality degree assessment,
- $PF_i$, probability of failure occurrence,
- $FDV_i$, the extent of failure consequence,
- $PFR_i$, probability of the failure detection.

The assessments of failure criticality $RPN_i$ were applied to determine the failure criticality factor $f_{RPN_i}$ (step 12, Fig. 2), in the form:

$$f_{RPN_i} = \frac{1}{RPN_i} \sum_{i} RPN_i$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)$$

where:
- $f_{RPN_i}$, the failure criticality factor.

2.9 Designed Values of Failure Intensity and Reliability

On the basis of the above-determined values, the factor $f_i$ is determined (step 13, Fig. 2), and the designed value of the failure intensity (step 14, Fig. 2), in the phase of concept reliability design, is in the form:

$$f_i = \frac{f_{ii} + f_{RPNi}}{2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)$$

$$\lambda_{DS} = f_1 \lambda_{DS}$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)$$

where in the above expressions:
- $f_i$, the factor of failure intensity mean value,
- $\lambda_{DS}$, the designed failure intensity value.

On the basis of the $\lambda_{DS}$ design values, the reliability design value is determined in the phase of the concept reliability design, in the form:

$$R_{DS}(t) = e^{-\lambda_{DS}t}$$  \hspace{1cm} (14)$$

According to expressions (3) and (14), the designed vehicle reliability-function value is:

$$R_{DS}(t) = e^{-\lambda_{DS}t} = \prod_{i=1}^{n} R_{DS}(t) = e^{-\sum_{i=1}^{n} \lambda_{DS}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (15)$$

Using a logarithm, the following is obtained:

$$\lambda_{DS} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \lambda_{DS}$$  \hspace{1cm} (16)$$

2.10 Checking

Checking (step 15, Fig. 2) of the set reliability value $R_i(t)$ and the designed one $R_{DS}(t)$, is done so as to satisfy the condition that:

$$R_i(t) \leq R_{DS}(t)$$  \hspace{1cm} (17)$$

In the event of an exponential vehicle failure distribution, as adopted in this paper, the expression (14) is as follows:

$$R_i(t) = e^{-\lambda_i t} = e^{-\sum_{i=1}^{n} \lambda_i} \leq R_{DS}(t) = e^{-\sum_{i=1}^{n} \lambda_{DS}} = e^{-\lambda_{DS}t}$$  \hspace{1cm} (18)$$

Using the logarithm of expression (18) we obtain:

$$\lambda_{DS} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \lambda_i \geq \lambda_{DS} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \lambda_{DS}$$  \hspace{1cm} (19)$$

In the case that the condition given in Equation (18) is satisfied, further designing is continued in accordance with steps 16 and 17, Fig. 2, within the phase of preliminary reliability design. Otherwise, in accordance with step 17, Fig. 2, it is necessary to take corrective measures according to the given algorithm.

3 EXAMPLE

Due to the wide scope and the complexity of vehicle-reliability designing, this paper gives an example of motor-vehicle systems reliability design, i.e., of the mechanical power transmission system (hereinafter the PTS) of a freight vehicle within the phase of the concept reliability design. However, all that is presented for this particular system can be applied to other freight-vehicle systems as well, and to the vehicle as a whole. Structurally, this system comprises the following: clutch, gearbox, universal joint and rear axle.

The PTS’s reliability depends on the reliability of its constituent parts, while the designing and the selection of parts have to be in accordance with the defined stipulated functions of those parts. The stipulated functions are those entered by designing into an item (system, subsystem, or part),
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Jointly comprising its overall operational ability. The quality of the reliability analysis greatly depends on the ability of the designer to identify all the stipulated functions of an item, i.e., to classify the stipulated functions, achieving a definition of the priority. According to the number of constituent subsystems, assemblies and parts, their mutual relations, as well as the great number of stipulated functions, the PTS represents a complex system. Bearing in mind the fact that in the functional sense the PTS is a sequential link, it can be stated that the transmission system reliability design process is a very complex and demanding task that requires a timely establishment of a reliability programme.

Taking into consideration the great limitations regarding reducing the number of constituent parts/
assemblies, accomplishing the stipulated system reliability can be obtained by applying reliability design methods and techniques. In accordance with the algorithm in Figure 2, the text below shows the proceeding of reliability design in the phase of concept reliability design for the PTS.

**Step 1, Figure 2:** Using the QFD method, the vehicle user’s needs, requirements and leanings were identified in connection with the PTS, obtained on the basis of processing and analysing the filled-in questionnaires and interviews with a large number of freight-vehicle users. Numerous initial data expressed through the freight-vehicle users’ requests and wants, were previously carefully “cleaned” to remove any impreciseness and fuzziness. After that, research of the relevant and measurable system characteristics, i.e., the design stipulations, was conducted, as well as the estimations of interdependence intensities, thus determining the design stipulations that have a major influence on the overall freight-vehicle users’ requirements. The design parameters target values were also defined, as well as the guidelines according to which designers can influence the users’ requirements. The “quality house” for the PTS, obtained by the QFD method, is shown in Figure 3.

In accordance with steps 2 & 3, Fig. 2, the specification for the PTS of \( V_{T_{ref}} = 300,000 \text{ km} \) was adopted, according to what is stated in defining expression (1). In accordance with this value, the stipulated level of PTS reliability was stipulated (step 4, Fig. 2), of:

\[
R_{PTS} = R_S(300,000) = 0.9 \quad (20)
\]

for the designed time \( t \), i.e., for the covered route of 300,000 km.

Step 5, Fig. 2: Based on the analysis of the functional-technological connection of the PTS elements, it was concluded that the PTS fails if there is a failure of the clutch or gearbox, or if there is a failure of the universal joint or drive gear. Therefore, it is a case of independent event failures. On the basis of this, the RBD represents a sequential link of 1-clutch, 2-gearbox, 3-universal joint and 4-drive gear, as shown in Figure 4.b. For example, Figure 4.a. shows the RBD for the vehicle. In defining the RBD for the vehicle, it was accepted that the failure of any system (from \( S_1 \) to \( S_{PTS} \) - power transmission system, up to \( S_n \)), causes vehicle failure as well.

In accordance with step 6, Fig. 2, and on the basis of the specified reliability, expression (20), the defined RBD, Figure 4.b. and the adopted exponential system-failure distribution, the “mechanical power transmission reliability function” was defined in the form:

\[
R_S(t) = e^{-\lambda_S t} = e^{-0.3512} = 0.9 \quad (21)
\]

On the basis of this value, for the designed number of kilometres of \( t = 300,000 \text{ km} \), the failure intensity of the PTS is:

\[
\lambda_i = \frac{\ln R_S(t)}{t} = \frac{-\ln 0.9}{300000} = 0.3512 \times 10^{-6} \text{ km}^{-1} \quad (22)
\]

where:
- \( R_S(t) \), \( \lambda_S \), the set value of failure reliability and intensity of PTS,
- \( R_i(t) \), \( \lambda_i \), \( R_S(t) \), \( \lambda_S \), \( R_f(t) \), \( \lambda_f \), \( R_{sys}(t) \), \( \lambda_{sys} \), of the failure reliability and the intensity of the sub-system \( i \), i.e., of the clutch, gearbox, universal joint and drive axle, respectively,
- \( t=300,000 \) the freight vehicle designed number of covered kilometres.

After defining the reliability function, and on the basis of the available literature and reliability research performed on vehicles in operation, predicting and allocating failure intensity was performed. In that respect, the failure intensity values of \( \lambda^* \) according to Expression (5) (step 7, Fig. 2)
were adopted and given in Table 1. This table also gives the failure-intensity values allocated by applying the method of equal distribution $\lambda_i^{**}$ according to expression (6) and $\lambda_i^{***}$ according to expression (7) (step 8, Fig. 2). On the basis of $\lambda_i^*, \lambda_i^{**}, \lambda_i^{***}$, the mean values $\lambda_{\text{av}}$ were determined, in accordance with expression (8) (step 9, Fig. 2), and given in Table 1.

Using the FMECA method, a failure analysis was made and the values were set for the failure criticality degree assessment for the $RPN_i$ according to expression (10) and given in Table 2, (step 11 Fig. 2). On the basis of the $RPN_i$ and expression (11), failure criticality factors were determined and given in Table 1, (step 12, Fig. 2).

According to steps 10 & 13, Fig. 2, i.e., to Expressions (9) & (12), the values of factors $f_{\text{ui}}$, $f_i$, were determined and given in Table 1. On the basis of $\lambda_{\text{av}}$, and these factors, according to Expression (13), the failure-intensity designed values were determined for $\lambda_{\text{av}}$, of the PTS subsystems and given in Table 1.

According to step 15, checking the set values for $\lambda_{\text{av}}$, $R_i(t)$, according to Expressions (20) & (22) with respect to the designed values, $\lambda_{\text{av}}$, according to Expression (16), Table 1, and $R_i(t)$ according to Expression (15), and consistent with Equations (18) & (19), is a positive one, i.e., we find that:

$$\lambda_{\text{av}} = 0.3512 \cdot 10^{-6} \geq \lambda_{\text{av}} = \sum_{i=1}^{4} \lambda_{i} = 0.3474 \cdot 10^{-6} \left[\text{km}^{-1}\right]$$

\[23\]
As the condition given by Equation (18) was satisfied, further designing is continued in accordance with steps 16 & 17, Fig. 2. As the conditions given by Equation (18) were fulfilled, thus simultaneously the conditions given in steps 16 & 17, Fig. 2, were met. Further designing is continued within the phase of the preliminary reliability design. In this phase, the designing of assemblies, subassemblies and parts is performed, together with the checking of their concord with the values of failure intensities and reliability obtained in operation, by applying of FMECA and FTA methods. In the case that the reliability is to be improved for some of the elements, checking is performed by applying the FTA method, and, if needed, by the methods of stress-strength interference, reliability qualification testing (RQT) and design review evaluation.

4 CONCLUSION

In the modern process of designing vehicles and their elements (systems, subsystems, assemblies, subassemblies and parts), it is necessary to design vehicle reliability as well. For this purpose the methodology of vehicle-reliability design has been developed, with the phases of concept, preliminary and detailed design, based on the developed methods of reliability design.

Upon defining of the users’ requirements by applying QFD methods, in the phase of concept design, the vehicle reliability specification is defined, as well as designing the vehicle systems’ reliability, with checking of the set requirement for the vehicle-reliability level.

For the purpose of applying the developed methodology, vehicle element failures databases were established, as well as those of the vehicle elements’ critical loads. The application of the concept-phase reliability-design methodology has been demonstrated on the example of a mechanical power transmission system. In essence, all that has been presented for this particular system can also be applied to other vehicle systems and elements, and even to the vehicle as a whole.

On the basis of this study it can be concluded that the developed and applied conceptual phase of the methodology enables vehicle-reliability designing at the level of vehicle systems, with the objective of obtaining of a reliable vehicle, which in any case is one of the main prerequisites for competitiveness in the motor-vehicle market.
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Iskanje okvar ležajev z uporabo Meyerjevih algoritmov

Bearing-Fault Detection Using the Meyer-Wavelet-Packets Algorithm

Mohammad Hossein Kahaei - M. Torbatian - Javad Poshtan
(Iran University of Science and Technology, Tehran)

The localization property of wavelet packets in a time-frequency analysis has been successfully considered in many applications. In this paper, a new method of bearing-fault detection is investigated using a WP basis with the Meyer filter leading to the Meyer wavelet packets (MWPs) algorithm. The proposed MWP algorithm is evaluated for simulated and real-time signals. In this respect, an efficient method is used to greatly reduce the algorithm's computations. This makes the algorithm more suitable for the online detection of failures in bearings, and also an effective candidate for the processing of vibration signals in other mechanical systems.
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INTRODUCTION

A ball bearing consists of an inner race, an outer race and a number of rolling balls, as shown in Fig. 1 [1]. Normally, the metal fatigue produced between the above elements yields some mechanical vibrations, which in time lead to bearing damage and increases in the machine’s noise level. The contamination, corrosion, improper installation, and lubrication of bearings can effectively speed up the damage rate [2].

Bearing failures may be detected by analyzing vibration signals, which contain the machine’s dynamic information [3]. This is performed by inspecting the characteristic frequencies of the defect computed from the bearing dimensions and shaft’s rotating speed as [2]:

Fig. 1. A typical bearing structure
Iskanje okvar ležajev - Bearing-Fault Detection

\[
f_1 = \frac{N}{2} \left[ 1 + \frac{d}{D} \cos(\alpha) \right] f_r \]
\[
f_o = \frac{N}{2} \left[ 1 - \frac{d}{D} \cos(\alpha) \right] f_r \]
\[
f_b = \frac{D}{d} \left[ 1 - \frac{d}{D} \cos(\alpha) \right] f_r \]

where \( N \) shows the number of balls, \( f_r \) is the shaft's rotating speed, \( \alpha \) denotes the contact angle of the balls and races, \( f_r, f_r, f_r \) and \( f_b, f_i, f_o \) express, respectively, the frequencies of the defective ball, the inner race, and the outer race, and \( d \) and \( D \) are the balls and pitch diameters, as illustrated in Fig. 1.

Vibration signals measured on the machine's surface are normally embedded in background noise, and therefore, high-precision techniques should be established for detecting and/or diagnosing machine failures. Consistent with other findings in the literature, to resolve the frequency content of a signal using the short-time Fourier transform, a sufficient data record is required. It is well known, however, that when the latter technique is applied to a large number of samples, the time localization is lost. This becomes more significant for non-steady signals when the detection of transients and movements (containing drift, trends, abrupt changes, etc.) is required. The ineffectiveness of this algorithm in such cases may lead to poor results and wrong conclusions.

The use of wavelet packets has recently been considered for analyzing bearing defects, using coif4 wavelets [4]. The capability of this technique in concentrating on a desired portion of the frequency content of a signal in the time-frequency domain has received increasing attention in different applications. In this paper, a Meyer-packet-wavelets algorithm is proposed for bearing-fault detection. Accordingly, an effective technique is designed based on the relevant WP tree to reduce the number of computations. The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, a brief review of wavelet packets and the Meyer filter is presented. In Section 3, the proposed wavelet-packet algorithm is described for bearing fault detection and is evaluated using the simulated and real-time data. In Section 4, a method is considered for reducing the required computations, and the conclusions are presented in Section 5.

1 WAVELET PACKETS

Assume that the quadrature mirror lowpass and highpass filters of an orthogonal wavelet are, respectively, given by \( h(n) \) and \( g(n) \). The wavelet-packet coefficients are then defined by subsampling the convolutions of \( d^j_p(n) \) with \( h\cdot(-2n) \) and \( g\cdot(-2n) \) as
\[
\begin{align*}
d^{2p}_j(n) &= d^p_j(n) \ast h(-2n) \\
d^{2p+1}_j(n) &= d^p_j(n) \ast g(-2n)
\end{align*}
\]
where \( 0 < p < 2^j - 1 \). The corresponding structure of the above wavelet-packet filter-band is depicted in Fig. 2 for two levels of decomposition. As it can be seen, the output of each branch passes separately through the quadrature mirror lowpass and highpass filters. Appropriate selection of the branches results in the desired sub-band frequency in the time-frequency domain.

To analyze precisely the frequency content of a signal, wavelets with high-frequency localization are desirable. Orthogonal Shannon wavelets have the highest frequency resolution among the various wavelets.
wavelets. The lowpass and highpass filters corresponding to these wavelets divide the frequency domain in rectangular forms within \([-\pi/2, \pi/2]\) and \([-\pi, -\pi/2] \cup [\pi/2, \pi]\) [5]. The sharp edges of these filters, however, lead to non-causal wavelets in the time domain. In practice, an approximation filter may be used. Such an approximation in the time domain is the Meyer wavelet, whose frequency band is shown in Fig. 3. The smoothed edges of this filter correspond to much faster decaying wavelets than the Shannon wavelets in the time domain. Due to the unlimited length of the Meyer wavelet, its approximation, the discrete Meyer wavelet, is considered.

3 THE PROPOSED MAYER-WAVELET-PACKET BEARING-FAULT-DETECTION ALGORITHM

Consider a hole inside the inner race or outer race of a bearing. According to Section 1, a rotating shaft with a constant speed generates an impulsive vibration on the spot where the balls pass over the defect. This, in turn, excites the characteristic frequencies of a bearing component that can be estimated from the vibration signal measured on the machine surface.

To detect a bearing fault, the signal energy can be measured within a sub-band around the characteristic frequency of the bearing component. When this energy increases compared to that of the healthy one, we can decide if the inner race (or the outer race) is defective. This procedure is illustrated in Fig. 4.

The energy of the wavelet-packet coefficients is computed at each node, \((j,p)\), of the tree as [4].

\[
E = \left( \sum_{k=1}^{M} (d_j^p(k))^2 \right)^{1/2}
\]

(5)

where \(d_j^p(k)\) are the wavelet-packet coefficients and \(M\) shows the number of coefficients. Note that the amount of computed energy shows the severity of a defect [2]. These energies are next compared to the same values measured from the associated healthy bearing. This procedure has already been applied to coif4 wavelets [4]. In this paper, the proposed algorithm, which we call the Meyer wavelet packets (MWPs) bearing-fault detection algorithm is designed using the discrete Meyer (dmey) wavelet. This wavelet has a narrower bandwidth in the frequency domain with respect to that of the coif4, leading to a higher frequency resolution in the time-frequency

![Meyer filters, a) lowpass, b) highpass](image)

**Fig. 3.** *Meyer filters, a) lowpass, b) highpass*

![Bearing-fault detection algorithm using wavelet packets](image)

**Fig. 4.** *Bearing-fault detection algorithm using wavelet packets*
domain. To present this, Fig. 5 shows the amplitudes of the corresponding wavelet-packet coefficients for an input signal composed of two sinusoids at 10 and 30 Hz as.

\[ x(t) = \sin(2\pi 10t) + \sin(2\pi 30t) \]  

(6). This signal is sampled at 64 Hz and decomposed to the level of \( J=5 \) by utilizing the \textit{dmey} and \textit{coif4} wavelets. Observe that the frequency bands of the sinusoids, shown by darker lines, are clearly resolved by the \textit{dmey} wavelet compared to those of the \textit{coif4}, indicating its higher frequency resolution.

### 3.1. Performance of MWP for Simulated Signals

The capability of the \textit{MWP} algorithm is evaluated for simulated bearing signals assuming that the outer race is damaged. The bearing specifications are assumed to be \( pd = 65 \) mm, \( bd = 15 \) mm, \( n = 8 \) and \( \beta = 0 \), for which the characteristic frequencies are obtained based on (1 to 3) as \( f_p = 33.3, f_{ih} = 20.5 \) and \( f_{bh} = 68.31 \) Hz. The healthy bearing-vibration signal is assumed to be the sum of three low-amplitude sinusoids given by:

\[ x_h(t) = 0.5\cos(2\pi f_p t) + 0.1\cos(2\pi f_{ih} t) + 0.1\cos(2\pi f_{bh} t) \]  

(7), where the subscript \( h \) denotes the healthy state. To define the outer-race defect, another sinusoidal signal is also added to (7) in three individual experiments representing different levels of severity as

\[ x_d(t) = x_h(t) + 0.5\cos(2\pi f_p t) \]  

\[ x_d(t) = x_h(t) + \cos(2\pi f_{ih} t) \]  

\[ x_d(t) = x_h(t) + 2\cos(2\pi f_{bh} t) \]  

(8), where the subscript \( d \) indicates the signal of the defective bearing. A white Gaussian noise with zero-mean and a variance of 0.01 is also added to the signal as the background noise. The signals are sampled at 1024 Hz, leading to 16384 samples. The \textit{dmy} wavelet-packet coefficients are computed for 8 levels \( (j=8) \). In this way, the frequency region between 0 and 512 Hz is divided into 256 two-Hz bandwidths. Fig. 6 shows the energies of the 70 nodes of the wavelet-packet tree for bearing signals defined in (8). From the figure it is clear that the measured energies between nodes 43 to 47 have significantly increased as a result of the defect.

### 3.2. Performance of MWP for Real Data

In this experiment the performance of the MWP algorithm is inspected for real-time bearing signals. Accordingly, Figs. 7-\( b \) and \( c \) show the recorded signals of a bearing with a hole in the inner or outer race. The real data are provided for a shaft speed of 2000 rpm with a 40 kHz sampling rate filtered out from a low-pass filter with a cut-off frequency of 15 kHz [3]. The number of input samples is 4096. The test specifications are similar to those used in Section 3.1. From (1) and (2), the theoretical frequencies of the defective inner and outer race bearings are, respectively, obtained as \( f_i = 164 \) and \( f_o = 102.5 \) Hz.

Fig. 5. Time-frequency representation of wavelet-packet coefficients for a sinusoidal signal composed of two harmonics at 10 and 30 Hz for a) \textit{coif4} wavelets, b) \textit{dmey} wavelets
The wavelet-packet coefficients of these signals are computed using the dmey wavelet to the level of $j=12$. As a result, the frequency band between 0 and 20 kHz is divided into 4096 sub-bands of 4.88 Hz. The corresponding defect frequencies are then given by the nodes between 12 and 50 or 12 and 31 for the inner or outer races, respectively. Table 1 presents the measured energies of the healthy and defective signals for the mentioned sub-bands. The respective increase of the energy in each case clearly shows the presence of a fault.

4 COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY OF MWP

To find a defect, our inspection may only be concentrated around the defect characteristic frequency that is known, *a priori*. This starts with the determination of the corresponding path and nodes of the wavelet-packet tree towards the defect frequency. The schematic diagram of such a procedure is depicted in Fig. 8, wherein the thick line represents a typical path of the wavelet-packet tree towards an assumed defect frequency with 3 levels of decomposition ($j=3$). In this way there is no need to compute all the wavelet packet coefficients, but only the coefficients of the specified path. Next, the total energy is computed based on these coefficients, which accordingly leads to an extensive reduction in the algorithm computations.

In general, for a signal of length $N$, the number of real additions, $A_{add}$, and multiplications, $A_{mul}$, of a wavelet-packet tree for the decomposition level of $J$ with the quadrature-mirror filter of order $M$ is given by [7]:

$$A_{add} = A_{mul} = M \times J \times N$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)$$

Using the specified path of the wavelet-packet tree mentioned above, the number of computations reduces to [7]:

$$A_{add} = A_{mul} = \frac{1}{2} M \times N \times \left(1 - \frac{1}{2^J}\right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (10),

which is $1/2J$ of that given by (9).

Table 1. Energies of the dmey wavelet-packet coefficients for the bearing signals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bearing Condition</th>
<th>Nodes 12 to 50</th>
<th>Nodes 12 to 31</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Healthy</td>
<td>0.0439</td>
<td>0.0987</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inner-race defected</td>
<td>0.0779</td>
<td>0.0380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outer-race defected</td>
<td>0.0261</td>
<td>0.1056</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In this paper a new bearing-fault detection algorithm, which we called the MWP algorithm, was proposed, based on the \textit{dmey} wavelet-packet coefficients. This algorithm gives a higher resolution when detecting bearing defects compared to that of the \textit{coif4} wavelet; however, it requires more computations. To resolve the latter problem, an efficient technique was designed by considering a specific path of the wavelet-packet tree towards the defect frequency. The number of computations was then reduced by a factor of twice the number of decomposition levels. This, as a consequence, made the proposed MWP algorithm more appropriate for the online processing of bearing-fault detection.

5 CONCLUSIONS
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Mrežne organizacije - novi vzorec 21. stoletja
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Globalization and rapid technological advances require organizations to develop competitively at the world level. This poses great problems, particularly for small and medium-sized companies, which have limited resources in terms of personnel, money, development, production capacities and knowledge. Therefore, it is very necessary for them to focus on selected areas of business activities where they are likely to develop competitiveness on the world market. Other products or services required to perform their current or anticipated business activities can be procured outside their own organization in the open market. Generally speaking, the technologically developed companies from developed countries in most cases try to find production partners with cheap manpower to perform their activities with lower added value. The organizations from technologically less-developed regions try to find the business partners for the development and transfer of new technologies into practice in their own companies. Of course, for the organizations from developed and less-developed countries and regions there can be several reasons why they try to find business partners outside their own organization. Here, we are concerned with the organizations wanting to develop by constantly innovating in all areas of their business activities. Organizations also face the need to redefine the way they set up their business activities. The concepts, offered by theory, issue from the theory of network organization, project management and industrial clusters.
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tudi ne, vendar, neizpodbitna resnica je, da se v sodobnem svetu vedno bolj soočamo s svetovno konkurenco pred lastnimi vrati. Bodisi da gre za ponudbo različnih izdelkov ali za konkurenco pri zaposlovanju delovne sile. Iz tega lahko sklepamo, da bodo državne meje vedno manjša ovira v mednarodnem poslovanju podjetij. Pri tem ne gre samo za spremembo ekonomskega reda, temveč tudi za velike svetovne kulturne spremembe. Značilnosti sprememb, ki se skrivajo pod dežnikom novega ekonomskega reda, so (sl. 1):
- globalizacija izdelkov in storitev,
- hiter tehnološki razvoj,
- nova svetovna delitev dela,
- spremembe na področju lociranja gospodarskih dejavnosti,
- spremenjene perspektive zaposlovanja,
- novi svetovni finančni sistem in
- na znanju temeljega ekonomija.

Hiter tehnološki razvoj ni povzročil samo hitrega razvoja novih izdelkov in storitev, temveč tudi to, da se je s pomočjo novih tehnologij, predvsem na področju informatike, telekomunikacij in transporta, svet zmanjšal. Seveda se svet ni fizično zmanjšal, dramatično pa so se povečale in pocenile in se še nadalje večajo in cenijo možnosti komuniciranja, fizične dostopnosti ter informacijskega obvladovanja sveta. Ena izmed najpomembnejših, generičnih tehnologij je medmrežna ( spletna) tehnologija, ki je omogočila začetek nastajanja novega ekonomskega reda, prav tako kakor je tehnologija parnega stroja omogočila razvoj industrijske dobe.

with this point or not; however, it is an incontestable fact that in the modern world we increasingly face world competition on our own doorstep. Here, on the one hand, we are concerned with the offer of different products and, on the other hand, the competition in employing the manpower. It can be concluded that national borders will be a smaller and smaller obstacle to companies’ international business operations. Here, it is not only the change of the economic order, but also great global changes in culture that are in question. The changes hidden under the umbrella of the new economic order are characterized by (Fig. 1):
- the globalization of products and services,
- rapid technological developments,
- a new global division of work,
- changes in the location of economic activities,
- changed prospects of employment,
- a new global financial system,
- an economy based on knowledge.

The fast technological development has brought about not only an expansive and rapid development of new products and services, but it has meant that due to new technologies, particularly in the areas of information science, telecommunications and transport, the world has become smaller. Of course, the world has not become physically smaller, but the possibilities of communicating, physical accessibility and control of the world by information have been dramatically increased and reduced in price – and are still being increased and reduced in price. One of the most important, generic technologies is internet technology, ensuring the outset of the new economic order like steam-engine technology ensured the development of the industrial age.

Sl. 1. Značilnosti sprememb, ki se skrivajo pod dežnikom novega ekonomskega reda
Fig. 1. Characteristics of the changes hidden under the umbrella of the new economic order

Semolič B. - Šostar A.
Na področju svetovne delitve dela se že nekaj zadnjih desetletj spoprijetamo s spremembami vzorca klasične delitve dela, ki je temeljila na predpostavki, da gospodarsko napredne države razvijajo in ustvarjajo industrijske izdelke, medtem ko države iz manj razvitih delov sveta zagotavljajo surovine in pomenijo trg za prej omenjene izdelke. Ta potek spreminjanja se je začel počasi razvijati že takoj po drugi svetovni vojni. V današnjem razvitem svetovnem gospodarstvu imamo opravka že s zahtevnimi in preplet enim položaji. V prikazanih področjih se soočamo z razčlenitvijo gospodarskih postopkov in prestavljanje posameznih delov širom po svetu. Pojavljajo se nove gospodarsko hitro se razvijajoča področja, ki skupaj s starimi središči razvitih držav tvorijo novo zahtevno prepleteno celoto svetovnega gospodarstva. Med posameznimi področji se krepijo poslovne povezave, podprte s sodobno informacijsko-komunikacijsko in transportno tehnologijo. Vzpostavlja se nova delitev dela, ta temelji na gospodarstvu, ki ga usmerja znanje. Države in področja, ki bodo imela dovolj znanja, da bodo razvijale svetovno konkurenčno ponudbo, se bodo gospodarsko uspešno razvijale, medtem ko se bodo tiste, ki jim to ne bo uspelo, morale zadovoljiti z gospodarsko podrejenostjo.

V zvezi s tem se dogajajo tudi spremembe na področju postavljanja gospodarskih dejavnosti. Sodobna podjetja postavljajo posamezne dele svojih gospodarskih dejavnosti v tistih delih sveta, kjer je razpoložljivost potrebnih virov in stroškovna sestava poslovanja najugodnejša. Dosežki na področju razvoja informatike in telekomunikacij ter razmeroma cenjen transport omogočajo sodobnemu podjetju, da lahko razvija mrežo svoje gospodarske dejavnosti po vsem svetu.

Nove svetovne finančni sistem temelji na finančnih tokovih usmerjenih iz svetovnih finančnih središč, ki so medsebojno povezani, saj sprememba na enem koncu povzroči tudi spremembe pri drugih. Zaradi novih tehnologij finančne izmenjave ne poznajo meja in se lahko v trenutku izvedejo iz enega na drug konec sveta.

Gospodarska kriza enega dela sveta lahko hitro povzroči destabilizacijo drugega dela sveta. Če hočemo ali ne, svet postaja vedno bolj povezan. Slika 2 prikazuje globalizacijske pojave kot sistem medsebojno povezanih logičnih celot, ki pomenijo dejavnike in gibala ekonomije enaindvajsetega stoletja.

During recent decades, in the area of the global division of work, we have been facing changes to the pattern of the conventional division of work based on the assumption that the economically developed countries develop and produce industrial products, whereas the countries from less-developed parts of the world supply the raw materials and are the market for the above-mentioned products. This process of changes started to develop slowly immediately after the second world war. In today’s developed world economy we have to do deal with complex and intertwined situations, where the segmentation of the economic processes and relocating the individual segments all over the world are faced. New, economically rapidly developing regions appear, forming a new, complex and intertwined whole of the global economy together with the old centres of the developed countries. Business associations, supported by the modern information, communications and transport technology, intensify between the individual regions. A new division of work, based on the knowledge-oriented economy, is being established. Countries and regions that have enough knowledge to develop competitive products will rapidly develop economically, while those not managing to do that will have to be satisfied with economic subordination.

In this respect, changes concerning the location of economic activities occur. Modern companies locate the individual segments of their economic activities in those parts of the world where the availability of the required resources and the cost structure of the business operations are the most favourable. The achievements in the area of the development of information science and telecommunications and the relatively cheap transport enable a modern company to develop the network of its economic activity worldwide.

The new global financial system is based on financial flows controlled by the world’s financial centres, which are interconnected, since a change at one end causes changes at the others. Due to new technologies these financial operations know no borders and can be carried out from one end of the world to the other in the matter of a moment.

An economic crisis in one part of the world can cause the destabilization of another part of the world. The world is becoming more and more interdependent. Figure 2 shows the globalization processes as a system of interconnected logical units representing the factors and prime movers of the 21st century economy.
1.2 Novi načini organiziranja poslovnih dejavnosti

Sodobne tehnologije omogočajo, da lahko postavimo del proizvodnje ali izvajanje določene poslovne funkcije kjerkoli po svetu. Sodobna podjetja neprestano analizirajo svoje poslovne dejavnosti, analizirajo svetovni trg in iščejo

1.2 New ways of organizing business activities

Modern technologies enable us to locate a part of the production or the execution of a certain business function anywhere in the world. Modern companies permanently analyze their business activities, analyze the global market and search for business opportunities
poslovne priložnosti za izboljšanje poslovanja lastnega podjetja. Pojavljajo se nove oblike mrežnega organiziranja poslovanja podjetij, ki organizirajo posamezne poslovne dejavnosti v tistih delih sveta, kjer je s poslovnega vidika najugodnejši. Bodisi da gre za ceno delovne sile, specialna znanja, surovine ali kaj drugega. Oblikujejo se meddržavne proizvodne mreže (MPM), na katere oblikovanje in razvoj vplivajo razvitost poslovnega okolja vključenih držav, področij, državni ter regionalni vladni predpisi, družbeno-kulturne razmere in podobno. Svet postaja vedno bolj prepletena mreža, ki jo sestavlja niz različnih MPM in v njih vključenih splošnih lastnosti, in sicer:

- poslovne dejavnosti v okviru geografsko porazdeljene ali zbrane, vendar z veliko željo zemljevida kažejo, da so lahko poslovne dejavnosti specializiranih gospodarskih osebkov, ki delujejo na tovrstni mreži; tudi se lahko izmed naslednjih dveh splošnih lastnosti, in sicer so:
  - splošni ali
  - specializirani poslovni grozd.

V nasprotju s splošnimi poslovnimi grozdov temeljijo na predpostavki, da ima človeško delovanje težnje po združevanju in oblikovanju urbanih okolij. Koristi se kažejo v urbanem gospodarstvu, katerega koristi so delitev stroškov cele vrste storitev. Večja koncentracija in obseg povpraševanja tvojita hitrejši razvoj ustrezne poslovnorazvojne infrastruktura, združenje urbanih okolij in kulturne ponudbe, ki se v primeru razpršitve subjektov povpraševanja po tovrstnih storitvah ne bi razvila ali pa bi se počasneje razvijala. Tovrnslsne storitve lahko nastanejo kot rezultat naravnega razvoja neke države – področja ali kot rezultat uresničevanja razvojne politike določene in sicer so:

- General industrial clusters
- Specialized industrial clusters.

Nastanek in razvoj splošnih poslovnih grozdov temelji na predpostavki, da ima človeško delovanje težnje po združevanju in oblikovanju urbanih okolij. Koristi se kažejo v urbanem gospodarstvu, katerega koristi so delitev stroškov cele vrste storitev. Večja koncentracija in obseg povpraševanja tvojita hitrejši razvoj ustrezne poslovnorazvojne infrastruktura, združenje urbanih okolij in kulturne ponudbe, ki se v primeru razpršitve subjektov povpraševanja po tovrstnih storitvah ne bi razvila ali pa bi se počasneje razvijala. Tovrnslsne storitve lahko nastanejo kot rezultat naravnega razvoja neke države – področja ali kot rezultat uresničevanja razvojne politike določene in sicer so:

- General industrial clusters
- Specialized industrial clusters.

The formation and development of the general industrial clusters is based on the assumption that human activities tend towards agglomerating and forming urban environments. The advantages are reflected in the urban economy, whose benefits are the division of the costs of a series of services. Greater concentration and the extent of the demand bring about faster development of the relevant business-development infrastructure and educational and cultural offers that would not develop or would develop more slowly in the case of the dispersion of the subjects of the demand for such services. Such clusters can be the result of the spontaneous development of a country/region or the result of the implementation of the development policy of a country/region.

In contrast to the general industrial clusters the specialized industrial clusters (SICs) are the result of close association with an economic branch or sector. The companies and organizations working within such a cluster tend towards closer business cooperation and association. SICs may include companies, banks, educational and research institutions, etc. Such associating usually has a favourable effect on the growth of the innovation capability of the economy included and on the increase of its business success. The objective of the SIC is to increase the global competitiveness of the included part of the economy in the selected area of its activity.
gospodarstva na izbranem področju njegovega delovanja ter celotnega, s tem povezanega, geografskega področja.

Poslovni interes je eno izmed temeljnih gonil za nastanek in razvoj SPG. Pobudnik nastanka in razvoja posameznih delov SPG je lahko eno ali več podjetij, ki želijo tako zagotoviti boljše razmere za razvijanje lastne konkurečne zmožnosti. Prilastkov, ki vplivajo na nastanek, večanje in razvijanje določenega SPG je več, in sicer:

- naravne danosti ali kritičen obseg ključnih dejavnikov, potrebnih za razvoj SPG (znana specifična znanja in usposobljenosti, izdelki, storitve, obvladovanje tehnologij itn.)
- posnemanje uspešnih podjetij,
- povečan obseg povpraševanj,
- pojav novih potreb in povpraševanj,
- ravnen znanja in usposobljenosti človeških virov, vključenih v to panogo ali dejavnost,
- razvitost regionalnega inovacijskega okolja, povezanega s to panogo ali dejavnostjo,
- stopnja razvitosti kulture podjetništva in poslovnega sodelovanja,
- stopnja razvitosti regionalne podjetniške infrastrukture,
- stopnja medčloveškega in medorganizacijskega zaupanja,
- stopnja razvitosti organizacijske kulture poslovnega okolja SPG,

ties and the entire geographical area concerned.

Business interest is one of the basic prime movers for the formation and development of a SIC. The incentive for the formation and development of the individual segments of the SIC can be given by one or several companies wanting, in this way, to ensure better conditions for developing their own competitiveness. There are several attributes that have an effect on the formation, growth and development of a certain SIC, for example:

- Natural conditions or a critical extent of the key factors required for the development of the SIC (existing specific knowledge and skills, products, services, mastering of technology, etc.).
- Imitation of the successful companies.
- Increased extent of the existing enquiries.
- Appearance of new needs and enquiries.
- Level of knowledge and qualifications of human resources active in that branch or activity
- Degree of development of the regional innovation environment relevant to that branch or activity
- Degree of development of the culture of entrepreneurship and business cooperation.
- Degree of development of the regional entrepreneurial infrastructure.
- Degree of trust in relations between people and organizations.
- Degree of development of the organizational culture of the SIC business environment.

![Diagrammatic representation of the geography of the global economy](image-url)

1.3 Potreba po spremembi poslovanja podjetij

Vse te spremembe, ki jih prinaša sodobno poslovno okolje, moramo znati izkoristiti v svoj prid, sicer nam lahko povzročijo veliko težav. Dinamika sprememb se ne zmanjšuje, temveč povečuje. Slika 4 prikazuje nekatere od osnovnih značilnosti sodobnega poslovnega okolja ter s tem povezane ključne dejavnike uprave. Slednji se nanašajo na značilnosti poslovanja, ki jih najdemo v podjetjih in organizacijah, ki uspešno poslujejo v novih razmerah poslovanja.


– stopnja podpore lokalnih in državnih organov ter
– stopnja usklajenosti in sodelovanja državnih vlad pri podpori razvoja medžadravnih regionalnih SPG.


1.3 The need to change the business activities of companies

All these changes, brought about by the modern business environment, must be used profitably, otherwise they can cause many difficulties. The dynamics of the changes does not decrease, rather it increases. Figure 4 shows some of the basic characteristics of the modern business environment and the relevant key success factors. The latter relate to the characteristics of the business activities met in the companies and organizations successfully operating in the new business conditions.

Constant changes and insecurity are the basic characteristics of the new economic order. During recent years the changes have been discussed and described everywhere. In spite of that, in most cases the changes are not implemented in practice as fast as desired. Why is this? Particularly, due to the fact that implementing the changes in one’s own environment is often a difficult task. It is easiest to be opportunist and to let things go. However, this attitude does not

– Degree of support for the local and state authorities.
– Degree of coordination and cooperation of the state governments in supporting the development of interstate regional SICs.

Thus, the global economy comprises both organizational and geographical networks. The organizational networks cover the intertwining of the TPNs, whereas the geographical network is represented by the general and specialized industrial clusters located in the individual regions of the world. Figure 3 illustrates the geography of the global economy.

Sl. 4. Svetovno poslovno okolje – značilnosti in ključni dejavniki uprave
Fig. 4. Global business environment – characteristics and key success factors

**Značilnosti / Characteristics**
- Svetovalna konkurenca / Global competition,
- Hiter tehnološki razvoj / Fast technological development,
- Stroškovno učinkovita sodelovanje / Cost effective allocation of production resources,
- Poslovno sodelovanje in prevzeti / Business cooperation and takeovers,
- Okoljski težavni / Ecological problems,
- Socialna trenja / Social tensions,
- Hitre spremembe / Quick changes,
- Nestabilnost / Instability

**Ključni dejavniki uspeha / Key Success Factors**
- Identifikacija ključnih pristojnosti / Identification of key competences,
- Specializacija / Specialization,
- Tehnološka odličnost / Technological excellence,
- Vrhunska kakovost / Top quality,
- "Zunanje izvajanje" in "mreženje" / "Outsourcing" and "networking",
- Nadziranje postopkov podjetja / Company processes control,
- Nadzor nad stroški / Cost control
- Prilagodljiva organizacija podjetja / Flexible enterprise/ organization
optimistically we write in various development documents and is usually related to the international establishment and growth of the competitiveness of one’s own companies, economic sectors, industries, regions, states, etc. These problems arise for several reasons, some of them being:
- lack of information,
- lack of required knowledge and qualifications,
- a non-innovative environment,
- wrong beliefs and habits,
- absence of the correct motivation,
- absence of an entrepreneurial spirit.

When analyzing what these problems have in common it can be seen that these are the problems that modern management must know how to solve. Here we mean management as an activity and science and management as personally performing the tasks.

2 NETWORK ORGANIZATION AND INDUSTRIAL CLUSTERS

2.1 Network organizations

The organizational structure is defined as the sum of the ways that an organization breaks down its activity into individual business operations and how it coordinates them. The organizational structure is a means by which the management realizes its business targets from the organizational point of view. The process of the formation of the organization is based on the analysis of the strategic targets and the business environment of the organization. The findings help to outline a suitable organizational structure whose adequacy must be verified continuously. At the present time of rapid changes it is likely that the existing organization will no longer comply with the actual needs of the organization.

The conventional organization of business activities was based on a high degree of structuring and was supported by detailed rules and regulations for work. The modern organization, having to meet the needs of the unstable and rapidly changing environment, is based on undefined elements of management, such as business targets, strategies and values. Figure 2 shows the adequacy of both models of management and organization with respect to the degree of instability and insecurity in the business environment of the organization. Of course, Figure 2 is only a simplified representation of the differences between the two models. It must be borne in mind that in some cases the determination of the tasks still remains an important attribute of the required organization of the business operations of the modern company.

Mrežne organizacije lahko označimo kot zapletene prilagodljive sisteme brez osrednjega razvrstilnega nadzora z več vzporedno delujočimi enotami [17]. Mrežne organizacije imajo zmožnost hitrega prilagajanja brez potrebe po vzpostavitvi toge razvrstilne oblike upravljanja. Mrežno organizacijo lahko uporabimo za organiziranje dejavnosti lastne organizacije ali skupine poslovno povezanih organizacij. V primeru lastne organizacije gre za vzpostavitev različnih porab navidezne organizacije, medtem ko gre pri skupini poslovno povezanih organizacij za skupen interes sodelovanja na določenem poslovnem področju. Glede na stopnjo formalne povezanosti ločimo naslednje oblike mrežnih organizacij, in sicer:
- trdne mrežne organizacije in
- mehke mrežne organizacije.

![Diagram](image.png)

Sl. 5. Primernost modelov vodenja in organiziranja, glede na stopnjo stabilnosti poslovnega okolja
Fig. 5. Adequacy of the models of management and organization with respect to the degree of stability of the business environment.

The basis of the theory of organization of industrial-age companies, as set forth by Max Weber, Frederick W. Taylor, Henry Fayol and their contemporaries, is the bureaucratic model of the organization and the organizing of business activities. The main characteristics of such an organization are hierarchy, relative locking up and rigidity. Such an organization was appropriate for the companies of the industrial age, since the business environment was relatively stable. Today, when the needs for rapid development and the capability of permanent adaptation are faced, such an organization is inappropriate. In answer to this problem various forms of network organization have recently appeared.

Network organizations can be defined as adaptable systems without the central hierarchical control and with several units working in parallel [17]. Network organizations are capable of adapting themselves quickly without the need to establish a rigid hierarchical form of management. The network organization can be used for organizing the activities of one’s own organization or a group of organizations with business connections. In the case of our own organization the establishing of different applications of virtual organization is in question, whereas in the case of the group of organizations with business connections the joint interest in cooperation in a certain business area is concerned. With respect to the degree of formal connection the following forms of network organizations are distinguished:
- well-structured network organizations,
- open network organizations.

Mrežne organizacije - Network organizations
Organizacija

Legenda:
- __________ formalno opredeljeno dolgoročno poslovno sodelovanje
- __________ nestalne oblike projektnega sodelovanja
  OE - organizacijska enota
  OU - organizacijska enota
  Meje inteme organizacije podjetja
  Internal organization boundaries

Sl. 6. Ponazoritev primera trdne mrežne organizacije
Fig. 6. Illustration of the example of a well-structured network organization

Sl. 7. Ponazoritev primera mehke mrežne organizacije
Fig. 7. Illustration of the example of an open network organization
Pri trdnih mrežnih organizacijah (sl. 6) gre za notranje mrežno organiziranost in trajnejše oblike formalnih povezav med več neodvisnimi sodelujočimi organizacijami.

Pri mehkih oblikah mrežne organizacije (sl. 7) gre za nestalne oblike poslovnega sodelovanja med organizacijami, vključenimi v mrežno organizacijo. Interesi za sodelovanje so lahko zelo različni. Od poslovnega obveščanja do uresničitve skupnih tržnih ali razvojnih projektov.

2.2 Organizacija poslovnih grozdov

Videli smo, da so poslovni grozdi nastali kot odgovor na globalizacijo in hiter tehnološki razvoj ter s tem potrebo po pospešenem razvijanju globalne konkurenčne zmožnosti gospodarskih dejavnosti v okviru posameznih držav ali področij. Poslovni grozdi predstavljajo geografsko opredeljene povezave med predstavniki (sl. 8) gospodarskih dejavnosti, razvojno-raziskovalnih ter izobraževalnih ustanov, vlade, finančnih ustanov ter ustanov za podporo in razvoj poslovnega sodelovanja (PRps). Ta opredelitev velja tako za splošne kakor za specializirane poslovne grozde, ki smo jih omenili v poglavju 1.2.

Sodobne države iščejo in dejavno sodelujejo pri razvijanju perspektivnih gospodarskih dejavnosti. Običajno gledanje makroekonomistov na podjetje kot “črno škatlo”, ki se razumno odziva na spremembe v tržnem okolju ter s tem v zvezi osredotočanje na makroekonomske probleme, je zamenjalo osredotočanje vlad na mikroekonomsko raven. Skrb sodobnih vlad niso posamezna podjetja, temveč dolgoročno usmerjanje na večanje konkurenčne zmožnosti poslovnih grozdov, ki jih sestavljajo tako podjetja kakor razvojno raziskovalne podporna organizacija grozda Cluster Supporting Organization PODJETJA Companies RR ORGANIZACIJE R&D Organizations VLADA Government FINANČNE USATNOVE Financial Institutions Sl. 8. Partnerji v poslovnih grozdih

Fig. 8. Partners in industrial clusters

Well-structured network organizations (Fig. 6) feature internal network organizing of the organizations and lasting forms of formal connections between independent participating organizations.

Open forms of network organization (Fig. 7) are unstable forms of business cooperation between the organizations included in the network organization. The interests in cooperation may be very different, ranging from passing business information to the realization of joint commercial or development projects.
ustanove ter organizacije, ki zagotavljajo finančna sredstva za financiranje razvoja podjetij v grozdu. Grozdi so običajno vezani na določeno področje, ki je lahko znotraj ene države, lahko pa pokriva ozemelje tudi več držav. Poglavitni cilj tovrstnih vladnih podpor je vzpodbujati specializacijo, poslovno povezovanje in sodelovanje ter konkurenčno delovanje znotraj grozdov. Pomembna namen je podpirati sodelovanje majhnih in srednjevelikih podjetij z velikimi podjetji. Poslovni grozdi nastajajo in se razvijajo s pomočjo ustanov za podporo in razvoj poslovnega sodelovanja (PRps), ki jih lahko ustanovijo državne ali regionalne vlade ali pa tudi kar sama podjetja.

V teoriji obstaja več definicij pojma “poslovni grozd”. Skupni imenovalec vseh definicij pa je:
- povezanost,
- mreženje in
- specializacija.

Predvsem pa predstavljajo poslovni grozdi priložnost za majhna in srednjevelika podjetja, ki morajo prav tako kakor velika podjetja razvijati svetovno konkurenčno ponudbo. Pri tem se spopadajo s problemom kritičnega obsega zmogljivosti lastnega podjetja, lastnih razvojnih zmožnosti, trženjskih možnosti, znanja in še bi lahko naštevali. Odgovor na rešitev opisanega problema je specializacija, iskanje ustreznih poslovnih partnerjev, povezovanje in ustvarjanje navideznega podjetja znotraj poslovnega grozda. Z navideznim podjetjem rešimo problem proizvodnih stroškov, obsega poslovanja in razvoja, medtem ko je mednarodna prepoznavnost in uveljavljenost poslovnega grozda v veliko pomoč in podporo pri trženju podjetja in njegovi vidnosti na svetovnem trgu. V poslovni grozdi vključena podjetja oblikujejo vrednostne verige stalnih ali projektnih poslovnih povezav med posameznimi v grozdu sodelujočimi podjetji in organizacijami. Grozd je običajno odpri sistem, tako da so te poslovne povezave tudi s podjetji in organizacijami zunaj njega. Poslovne povezave nastanejo na osnovi:
- navpičnih,
- vodoravnih in
- sosrednih strategij poslovnega povezovanja.

Strategija navpičnega poslovnega povezovanja temelji na specializaciji in povezovanju podjetij, in sicer od proizvajalca materiala ali surovine pa do izdelovalca končnega izdelka. Strategija vodoravnega povezovanja temelji na specializaciji in povezovanju podjetij, ki delujejo v okviru iste and-development institutions and organizations providing the financial means for financing the development of companies in a cluster. Usually, the clusters can be restricted to a certain region, which may be located within one state or it may cover the territory of several states. The basic target of government support is to stimulate specialization, business associating and cooperating and competitive behaviour within clusters. An important target is to support the cooperation of small and medium-sized companies with big companies. Industrial clusters are formed and develop with the assistance of institutions for the support and development of business cooperation (SD bc), which may be established by national or regional governments or simply by the companies themselves.

In theory, there are several definitions of the term “industrial cluster”. The common denominators of all these definitions are:
- connecting,
- networking,
- specialization.

Industrial clusters are an opportunity, particularly for small and medium-sized companies, to develop their competitiveness like big companies. Moreover, they face the problem of a critical extent of the capacities of their own company, development capabilities, marketing possibilities, knowledge and the like. The solution to the described problem is specialization, searching for appropriate business partners, connecting and creating a virtual company within the industrial cluster. A virtual company solves the problem of production costs, the range of business activities and development, whereas the international renown and the establishment of the business cluster promote the company’s marketing activities and how it is perceived on the world market. Companies as a part of the industrial cluster form the value chains of the permanent and the project business connections between the individual companies and organizations taking part in the cluster. Usually, the cluster is an open system so that there are business connections also with companies and organizations outside it. Business connections are formed on the basis of:
- vertical strategies of business connections,
- horizontal strategies of business connections,
- concentric strategies of business connections.

The strategy of vertical business connections is based on the specialization and connection of companies from the maker of the material or raw material to the producer of the final product. The strategy of horizontal connecting is based on the specialization and connect-
panoge ali področja gospodarskega delovanja. Strategija sosredotочnega povezovanja pa temelji na povezovanju s specializiranimi podjetji in organizacijami, ki zagotavljajo podporne storitve in izdelke, za učinkovitejše in uspešnejše izvajanje določenih poslovnih dejavnosti operative in razvoja podjetij, vključenih v grozd.

Pri razvijanju lastne mreže poslovnih povezav vzpostavljajo podjetja prej omenjene trde in mehke oblike mrežne organizacije, ki deluje znotraj poslovnega grozda. Slika 9 je poskus značilnega prikaza primera organizacije takšnih mrež in tehnologije poslovnega grozda. Koordinacijo takšnega poslovnega grozda izvaja izbrana ali za to posebej oblikovana ustanova za podporo in razvoj poslovnega sodelovanja (PRp).

V poslovnih grozdih se hitreje razvija tudi namensko inovacijsko okolje, ki ponuja boljše razmere za hitrejši razvoj dejavnosti podjetij ter poslovnega grozda kot celote.

3 SPECIALIZACIJA IN RAZVIJANJE LASTNE RAZVOJNO-PROIZVODNE MREŽE

3.1 Matrika vrednostne verige podjetja

Člane vrednostne verige podjetja predstavljajo posamezna področja poslovanja, ki jih podjetje potrebuje, da lahko opravlja svojo dejavnost.

![Diagram](https://example.com/diagram.png)

**Sl. 9. Značilen prikaz primera organiziranja poslovnih mrež podjetij znotraj poslovnega grozda**

**Fig. 9. Illustrative representation of an example of organizing business networks of companies inside the industrial cluster**

ing of companies active within the frame of the same branch or area of economic activities. The strategy of concentric connecting is connecting with specialized companies and organizations providing support services and products for more efficient and more successful execution of certain operational and development business activities of companies included in the cluster.

When developing one’s own network of business connections the companies establish the mentioned well-structured and open form of network organization operating within the industrial cluster. Figure 9 is an attempt to show illustratively an example of organizing such networks inside the business cluster. The coordination of such an industrial cluster is performed by a selected or purposely formed institution for the support and development of business cooperation (SD bc).

Industrial clusters facilitate a faster development of the specific-purpose innovation environment offering better conditions for the faster development of the companies’ activities and the industrial cluster as a whole.

3 SPECIALIZATION AND DEVELOPING ONE’S OWN DEVELOPMENT-PRODUCTION NETWORK

3.1 Matrix of the company’s value chain

The value-chain links of the company are represented by the individual business areas that the
Posamezno področje poslovanja opredeljuje logično celoto strokovnih nalog, ki jih mora podjetje izvajati. Področja poslovanja se nanašajo na razvoj, trženje, oskrbo, proizvodnjo, finance, in podobno. Naloga vodenja podjetja je, da razpozna in opredeli vsa področja poslovanja, ki jih podjetje potrebuje ter zagotovi njihovo ustrezeno izvajanje (sl. 10).


V vsakem podjetju se odvijata dva sočasna postopka, ki sta medsebojno tesno povezana (sl. 11):
- tehnici postopek in
- podjetniški postopek.

Tehnični postopek obsega zaporedje vseh nalog, ki jih je treba opraviti, da izdelek naredimo. Rezultat tehničnega postopka je “dokončan izdelek”. Poslovni postopek omogoča prvi postopek, njegov rezultat je prodan izdelek in “realiziran dobiček”. Prvi postopek pomeni tehnični del, drugi postopek pa poslovni del company needs to perform its activity. The individual business area defines the logical frame of professional tasks that the company has to perform. The business areas relate to development, marketing, supply, production, finances, etc. The company’s management is responsible for identifying and defining all business areas that the company needs, and to ensure they perform correctly (Fig. 10).

The contents, organizing and organization of the functioning of the individual area must be subject to constant innovation, just like the product and the production technology. It is not the only problem to set forth correct contents, organization and organizing the functioning of the individual business area, but also to set forth the interconnecting of the individual area (e.g., the connections between development, production, finances etc.). Primary and supporting business areas are distinguished. The primary business areas represent the elements of the basic business process ranging from development of the product to its sale on the market. On the other hand, the supporting business areas make that actually happen. The supporting business activities include business planning, organizing, financing, managing and supervising.

In any company two simultaneous, closely connected processes are going on (Fig. 11):
- technical process,
- entrepreneurial process.

The technical process comprises the sequence of all tasks that have to be performed in order to make the product. The result of the technical process is the “finished product”. The entrepreneurial process makes the first process possible, its result is the sold product and the “realized profit”. The first process represents the technical part, whereas the second process represents
In any company two simultaneous, closely connected processes are going on:

1. Entrepreneurial Process (Podjetniški postopek)
2. Technical Process (Tehnični proces)

The business part of the company’s value chain and forms the value matrix of the company in conjunction with the links of the supporting value chain (Fig. 12).

Elements of the technical value chain of a tool-making company:
- research and development of new technical knowledge,
- development of new production technologies,
- design of tools,
- tool manufacturing technology,
- tool manufacture,
- tool tests,
- start-up of tools,
- tool maintenance,
- tool recycling (after the expiration of the tool’s service life).

The company’s value-chain matrix (Fig. 12.):

![Value Chain Matrix](image_url)
Elementi podjetniške vrednostne verige orodjarskega podjetja:
- raziskave in razvoj poslovnih znanj,
- razvoj novih tehnologij poslovanja,
- trženje in prodaja,
- oskrba proizvodnje,
- proizvodnja,
- predaja orodja naročniku,
- poprodajne dejavnosti.

Tehnična in poslovna vrednostna veriga morata biti usklajeni ter predmet stalnega iskanja novosti in uvajanja inovativnih rešitev, ki so osnova za dvigovanje konkurenčne zmožnosti podjetja.

3.2 Matrika vrednostne verige poslovnega grozda

Vrednostna veriga poslovnega grozda se nanaša na opredelitev medsebojno povezanih specializiranih dejavnosti, s katerimi podjetja in organizacije vstopajo v poslovne povezave z drugimi osebami poslovnega grozda, s katerimi sodelujejo pri izvedbi lastnega izdelka. Slika 13 je prikaz primera poslovno nepovezanega podjetja, ki opravlja vse poslovne dejavnosti znotraj lastnega podjetja ter visoko specializiranega podjetja, ki izvaja v lastnem podjetju samo določene poslovne dejavnosti, preostale pa zagotavlja prek poslovnih povezav z ustreznimi poslovnimi partnerji. Na sliki pa imamo prikaz tipologije poslovnih povezav, ki nastajajo med podjetji.

3.2 Matrix of the value chain of an industrial cluster

The value chain of the industrial cluster refers to defining the interconnected specialized activities with which the companies and organizations enter into business connections with other business-cluster entities taking part in the completion of the product. Figure 13 illustrates the example of a company without external business connections, performing all the business activities inside its own company, and a highly specialized company performing only certain business activities within the company, while the others are performed through business connections with relevant business partners. It can be seen that very different situations are in
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question, from open to well-structured forms of business connections; any part of the business process as a part of the company's value chain can be the subject of outsourcing. According to the contents of the business cooperation permanent business connections as a basis for the execution of the integrated and continuous business process in which several companies take part or temporary-project business connections are formed.

In industrial clusters the following connections are also significant:

– primary connections,
– supporting connections.

The following is a practical example of the links in a chain of primary connections in the tool-making industry:

– the development of new technologies and materials,
– marketing and sales,
– conceiving and designing,
– purchasing,
– computer analyses and simulations,
– special production services,
– simple production services,
– production of materials and semi-finished products,
– manufacture of standard parts,
– installation and testing,
– manufacture of semi-finished products for the end user,
– maintenance of tools on the buyer’s premises,
– distribution,
– services.

The individual link of the primary-value chain represents potential specialization and the company's independent activity.

The value chains of primary connections between the companies and organizations of the industrial cluster are formed in accordance with the industrial cluster development strategy. The latter is usually based on forming vertical, horizontal and concentric business connections, as mentioned in Section 2.2.

The support and orientation of the development of industrial cluster value chains are ensured by the supporting value-chain links that create conditions for successful business connections of companies and organizations by orienting the value-chain primary links formed by companies and organizations of the business cluster. The supporting value-chain links consist of the following business activities:

– the marketing activities of the industrial cluster,
– supporting the processes of the specialization of organizations and business connecting processes,
- podpora izvajanje skupnih razvojnih projektov,
- izobraževanje in usposabljanje,
- študijski skladli,
- razvoj sodelovanja z regionalno oblastjo in nosilci gospodarskega razvoja,
- informacijski sistem.

Podjetja - organizatorji poslovnih mrež znotraj grozda, skupaj s sodelujočimi podjetji in drugimi ustanovami organizirajo poslovne verige, s katerimi zagotavljajo kupcem optimalno vrednost ponujanih izdelkov in storitev.

Ustanove za podporo in razvoj poslovnega sodelovanja (PRps), ki so vodenje poslovnega grozda morajo skrbeti za usmerjanje, motiviranje in podporo poslovnega sodelovanja in povezovanja. Skladno s tem morajo zagotavljati in razvijati ustrezno podporno vrednostno verigo za to potrebnih specializiranih storitev.

Glavno izhodišče vsakega dela v vsakem sodelujočem podjetju ali organizaciji poslovnega grozda mora biti "vrednost za končnega kupca". Da bi bil grozd poslovno uspešen, mora vsako podjetje ali organizacija v verigi prispevati največji delež svoje vrednosti.
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